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ABSTRACT

This report presents the results of a survey of salient

characteristics of a representative set of state -of-the-art data

nianagenen syslems, It is part of an effort to identify the state-

of-the-art capabilities of data management systems for third-

generation cornputer ,systems.-

Section 1 of the report includes general descriptions of the

systems surveyed and establishes the terminology for logical

organization of data used in the survey.

Section I describes the capabilities surveyed and presents

the survey results in tabular format.
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FORE WO CR1D

]'his survey is the seoend of a projected series of reports

relating to the sitate-of-the-art of data management systems. Others

will present a comparative analysis of selected data management

systems including detailed analysis of individual systems,

The survey was performed in two phases. Initially, under

the atgis of the Defense Communications Agency the survey was

performed in thw fall of 1967 as part of DCA'b lechnical support to

the Joint Technical Sptcification Group. This group, under the

guidance of the Infornation Sy:l ems andt Standards Division of the

Joint Conmmiand and Control Requirements Group, was tasked with

the preparation of the specifications for the standard EDP source

selection for the fixed headquarters of the World Wide Military

Command and Control Systen, (WWMCCS).

Subsequent probleis delayed the public release of this

report so that the survey had to be validated again in the fall of

1968 due to tis rapidly changing technological area.

Some of the surveyed systnms are still in the development

stage and their capabilities are not documented in the open literature.
Tr order to pnerform the survey, ;it was necessary to visit t'",,, , tr !- -4

opers, to discuss the systems in detail with knowledgeable individuals,

and to record their responses.

The work was performed under the direction of Mr. J. A.

Gosden, Head, Information Systems Subdepartment, with Mr. J. P.

Fry as the principal investigator.

The team members included: Messrs. S. Bramson, D. C.

Fried, W. P. Grabowsky, J Jeffries, Jr., H. 3. Sternick and
Mrs. S. B. Mahle.
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SEC TION I

INTRODUCTION TO THE SURVEY

APPROACH

This document presents the results of a survey of selected

characteristics of a representative set of state-uf-the-art data

management systems. It is part of an eflort to identify the state-

Sof-the-art capabilities of data managemnent systems for third gen-

eration computer systems.

The surveyed systems included in this document are:

Auerbach Corporation's DM-1, Burroughs Corporation's FORGE,

U. S. Army's RAPID , Computer Sciences Corporation's COGENT 1Ii,

Gen'ral Electric Corporation's IDS, Informatics Incorporated's

MARK IV, International Business Machines Corporation's GIS, the

National Military Command Systen Support Center's NIPS, Scientific

Data Systems Corporation's 9 Series MANAGE, and System Develop-

inent Corporation's TDMS.

In order to prepare this survey, three major difficulties had

to be surmounted;

(a) lack of precise and universal terminology

(b) inconsistent interpretation of general kp- taAL. cs, an'

(c) inadequate documentation.

There is no standard universally accepted set of terminology.

Various systems use different terminology to express the same con-

cepts, and not even the more commonly used terms describe data

management system concepts unequivocally. To alleviate this

problem, standard terminology was adopted and used throughout the

entire survey. This terminology is defined below.

I -:' Developed by Control Data Corporation
•I

*
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One important consideration dictated the entire approach to

conducting the survey. This was the necessity to examine each

system in a consistent manner. Significant gcneral data mrianage-

ment system capabilities and data on availability of the systemas

were compiled and arranged into eight categories: file definition

acu4 .,rga;.aticn, data rc:triev.l, maintcaance, output presentation,

data access methods, gene ral interface capability, system statistics,

and systen availability. Each state-of-the-art data rmanagenwLnt

system was examnined in terms of these categories.

Members of the survey staff studied all available systeni

documentation and interviewed representatives of all developers.

Because of varying systerr design philosophies and technical back-

grounds of representatives, each developer responded in an individ--

ual manner. The individual questions on the s-urvey form were dis-

cussed by the staff interviewers and developerts to clarify the ques-

tions and assure consistent responses.

There are several limitations to the survey. Not all capa-

bilities are applicable to all systems because of the wide variation

in system philosophies. In some instances, developers refused to

divulge any information at all because their data management system_

design is in an early stage.

- The reader of this survey should understand that the survey
is not an evaluation. No attempt has been made to weight the capa-

bilities, that is, to indicate which ones are more significant. The

order in which they occur or the detail of their description in no

way reflects their overall importance, and the list of capabilities

itself may not be exhaustive. It should also be noted that certain

capabilities have convexje relationships; that is a "yes" answer for

one automatically implies a "no" for another, It must also be
remembered that not all of the capabilities may be desirable for a

particular user's requiremrients. No measurement of the ease or

2 6



difficulty of using the systen)s has been attempted, nor has any

attempt been inade to estimate response times. System evaluation

is, at best, extremnely complex and time consuming and this docu-

ment is in no way intended to be an evaluation of state-of-the-art

data management systemns.

The time framn chosen for the survey was that the initial

version of the data nianagement systems surveyed roust be demon-

strable by the fourth quarter of calendar year 1968. onic of the

systems, FORGE, 1DS, NIARK IV, and 9 Series MANAGE, have

already achieved this level of capability.

The information supplied to us by the developers reflects the

capabilities of their systems as defined at the time the survey was

conducted. The information supplied by the developers in no way

conmits or restricts them to capabilities enumerated in the survey.

SYSTEMS OVERVIEWS

Auerbach/DM- 1

Data Manager-1 (DM-l) is a generalized data nanagement

s oftware system designed by Auerbach Corporation as a propretary

package. The system is being implemented on two distinctly different

hardware systems: on a UNIVAC 1218 (Mil Spec -418) for the U. S.

Air Force under contiatA through the Rome Air Development Center;

and on the IBM 360/50 for the Western Electric Corporation. The

systern will generally be available as a proprietary package.

The DM-1 system provides program and job library services,

data storage and access services, and job exe -tion control. The

job library contains a number of general-purpose system jobs for

building, maintaining, and querying the data base and job library.

User, jobs can be added to this library. The structure of the data
F pool provides logically for definition of items and defines a structure

for a set of dir:ctory tables.

I3
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Basically DM- I provides a nucleus system with emphasis

on data definition, data structuring, and data acce.s methods,

Features such as generalized report generators, user query and

maintenance languages, and recording services are not defined in

the DM-I design. It is intend(d that these items be developed for

each customer as separate units to be integrated into the system.

Programs (generalized report generators) would be added to the job

library with no unique status. The syntax of system languages

(query maintenance) can be defined by the user through a meta-

language (similar to ALGOL).

DM- I has been derigned independently of a specific computer.

However, the system is designed to utilize fully the capabilities of

whatever operating system that DM-l is to run under. A standard

interface is provided to the computer through the use of the data

service routines, which are theoretically the only cenputer depen-

dent routines of the system.

DM- 1 has a very comprehensive logical file structuring

capability. The system has diverged from the narrow philosophy

of one-level serial formatted files to permit the complex hierarchies

of logical relationships in the form of general linked tree structures.

The data descript;on language permits the use of variable-length

data elements, optional data elements, and nested structures.

The Dv- data 1,,0, La a 0 c±ics of fixed length data segments

containing an unformatted stream, of bits. The segment size of the

data pool is independent of the logical file organization and theoret-

-ically utilizes the maximum buffer size of the operating system.

The DM-1 access mechanism, which utilizes the lOCS, transfers

-the data between the data pool and core. The segmented data stream
is interpreted irn core by the data service routines with the aid of the

system directories and the segment index.

4 1-
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Bu r roughs/FORGE I
Fide Olranizatioi, Geimrator (FORGE) is a programnming

system designed and developed by the Burroughs, Corporation for

users of the( 135000 series of equipments. FORGE first becamne

available in 1967 for tihe B35500 comrputerl.

FORGE, which is written ini the COBOL language, is designed

through the use of table look-up techniques, to facilitate the organi-

zation, storage, maintenance and retrieval of informiation. FORGE I
operates under the Burroughs Master Control Programn (MACI) and

uses the Burroughs "bead --per -ti ack" disc file for information7

storage.

The system provides for automnatic generation of file-building

and /or file-maintenance programs; automnatic generationi of search

routines for each file to facilitate retrieval of any record or records

from that file; updating of mnultiple files from single transactions;

transaction processing fromn various input devices; preparation of

printed reports on resuits of maintenance transactions; processing

of user--defined transactions, user- inserted COBOL procodures and

s5ubroutines;- and production of user-defined reports.

FORGE generates a COBOL-language source program fromn

information provided by the user in a set of parameter cards. The

par arnoter cards dcribe type of input alid output mnedia and 1110

structure and content of all disc data files,

FORGE provides the samne logical and physical data structure

as that available in COBOL. Data items within each logical record

of a disc file are stored contiguously, while logical records are

stored randomly.

FORGE does not provide a formal retrieval langtxage or a

formal output formatting programn. However, the user can include

any COBOL procedures that are available in the Burroughis COBOL

5
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-,--,system via special parameter cards. Using this facility, the user

can provide the special procedures he desires in processing the

FORGE-generated files. Thus, theoretically, a user can write his

own retrieval language and/or an output-formatting program and in-
chude it with his FORGE parameter cards.

Computer Sciences Corporation/COGENT III

COGENT I1, a COBOL-compatible generalized file manage-

ment system, is an advanced general-purpose data management sys-

tern developed by Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC) for the

IBM/360 family of equipment. COGENT III represents the next

development in a series of generalized file management systems

produced by CSC. It follows COGENT II, also developed for the

-IBM/360 family, and a series of COGENT systems developed for

the IBM 7090, the UNIVAC 1107/1108, the IBM 7044, and the RCA

-SPECTRA 70.

COGENT III is modular in construction and is designed to

iunctio on a wide range of System/3 6 0 configurations. It provides

for uie of unit-record, nagnetic-tape and direct-access devices as

well as &2 .eleprocessing equipment, The system employs and is

compatible with O/S 360 and the related COBOL compiler,

COGENT III generalizes the major data processing functions

assocated with irormation storag ,, mai nn ,cc, retrieval, and

presentation. The system allows for use of a common data base by

various groups of uaers. This facility is provided under the control

-of a single, comprehensive data directory which describes all data

used or referenced by the system as.well as the relationships be-

tween data sets, records, and data fields in the data base.

COGENT III consists of an information-system language and

a language processor (impler ented in COBOL) which interprets this

6
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Ilanguage and generates functional COBOL programs for maximum
I

machine-independence to perform the information system tasks

requested. In addition, an interactive inquiry retrieval and storage

language is provided to meet rapid response requirements. This

language is processed by the COGENT III Interpretive Processor,

I which is implenented in assembly language employing re-entrant

[ -code. The system provides for specification and generation of

program(s) for a simple function, an entire data processing applica-

tion, and/or a series of integrated applications as well as for inter-

pretive processing of * ,amic requests for information storage and

retrieval, including on-line data input.

IThe information-system language consists of fixed-forn

-data descriptions and functional specifications as well as an inter-

active inquiry and storage language. The language elements are

designed to allow specification of the information needs of informa-

tion collection, storage, maintenance, retrieval, and presentation

for various levels of users- -management, operating personnel and

system analysts.

I In general the language allows the user to specify the following;

(a) Information to be stored in the data base
I (b) Source of the information

(c) How and under what conditions the information is
created and rn-hitained

(d) What relationships exist between different collections
of information (hierarchical structure and integration
between data sets)

(e) Who can have access to modify or retrieve the~~information
S(f) How and under what conditions the information i s -

to be retrieved

(g) How the information is to be presented

(h) On-line, off-line, batched, real-time, or demand
processing of tasks

"-7
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The data descriptions allow the user to describe such itens

as data fields, relationships between data fields, security codes for

maintenance and retrieval, decoding and encoding association

tables, physical characteristics of data elements, presentation for-

mat of data elements, which fields may be used as access keys for

content retrieval, and which fields are record identifiers.

The functional specifications allow the user to specify the

task control information file, creation file, maintenance, output

sort, and report format, the processing mode (direct, demand, or

batch), and the file structure (serial or direct).

The interactive inquiry retrieval and storage language allows

the user to access the data base via "ad hoc" queries and execution

------ of previously defined queries. The user can obtain immediate

response or can batch queries. I -

Hierarchical data structures, which can extend over more

--- than one data set, are provided for both sequential and direct-access -

data sets. In most cases, hierarchical records physically follow

their associated higher-level records, In the case of multiple data

sets, different levels of hierarchical records may be physically

stored on different devices (direct access only).

When stored on direct-access devices, the record keys as

* defined by the data description language are employed to build a

record key index. Records are indexed by hierarchical group only.

Individual records within the hierarchy are extracted in core from

physical bl(cks containing a hierarchical group.

An access key index is automatically constructed for each

data field defined as an access field in the data description language.

The index contains an entry for each possible field value with pointers

(record keys) to all physical blocks which contain the value. These

indexes are employed to allow content retrieval.

' I
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Control Data Corporation/RAPID

Random Access Personnel Information Disseminator (RAPID)

is a specialized data management system in the process of develop-

ment by the Control Data Corporation for the United States Army

under a cuntract awarded in July 1967. The system will be used to

maintain and retrieve data on U. S. Army officers, enlisted and
-civilian personnel, and military strength, RAPID will operate on

the Control Data 3300 under Multi Access Shared Time Execution

Routine (MASTER). Personnel managers will communicate with

the system via on-line remote terminals.

The user can define the logical structure of the file he is

using, the format of the input data, and the security codes of his
S
r file; and he can specify the fields he wants to use as indices. Serial

searching is performed on non-indexed fields.

I RAPID accepts transactions from the field and processes them

" through subroutines which convert them to a common internal format.

After validation, RAPID updates both the data base and the indices.

The retrieval language of RAPID is designed to permit the

user a large degree of flexibility. The user enters conditional ex-

pressions describing a record or file subset, data-reduction re-

quests including the ability to create a matrix, and various report

formats.

RAPID retains retrieval data in a summary file until it is

needed, saves jobs for repetitive executions, calls out standard

jobs for processing upon request, monitors security access to the

Efiles, and performs various other control functions.

I Maintenance for the RAPID system is a special-purpose

I function. Transactions are originated and coded in the field and
I transmitted for central processing. COBOL programs validate the

I data and convert the accepted transactions to a standard internal

1__ __



format. RAPID then accepts the reformatted transactions and auto-

mnatically updates the data files and indices. An audit trail and a

listing of valid transactions is produced as a by-product of the

maintenance run. Due to the nature of the user-defined problem

specifications, RAPID does not have a general-purpose maintenance

capability in the first version.

General Electric/IDS

Integrated Data Store (IDS) is a data management system

designed and developed by the General Electric Company in 1965.

It has been implemented on the GE200, 400, and 600 series of coin-

puters.

IDS, in concert with COBOL, provides the capability for
generating, maintaining, and retrieving data from disc-resident
files. IDS operates under the control of the GE multi-programming

monitor which provides an on-line remote terminal inquiry capability. (2

IDS is embedded in COBOL. All the features available in

COBOL are available to the IDS user. Sone of the COBOL pro-

cedures statements have been modified, and other statements have

been added to the basic language in order to accommodate IDS

structured files. All maintenance, retrieval, and outputting is

accncmplished by using COBOL. Theoretically, a distinct set of

procedures, a unique COBOL program, might be required for each

type of update or query.

IDS provides the facility for placing data in the file and

retrieving from it. The functions performed by IDS itself can be

likened to that of special input and output subroutines.

A variety of ph-sical and logical file structures are possible

under IDS. The user h:%s tne traditional capability of specifying the

logical structure of his data; he also has sorme control over the-

10
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I physical structure. IDS provides the capability of linking together

any combinations of master or repeating groups to form an entry.

I During file maintenance, linkages are changed to reflect any additions

or deletions to the file. Neither groups nor entries need be physically

stored sequentially. They may be stored in a random order, since I
the links connect all the groups constituting an entry and an entry is

randomized on its key element(s).

IIDS on the GE400 and 600 series of computers operates

under the multi-programming monitor and functions like any other

processor (e.g., FORTRAN) in the environment.

There are other basic differences in the versions of IDS

available on the GE200, 400, and 600 series. The 200 series does

not use COBOL, but an assembly language. The differences be-

tween the 400 and 600 series are less pronounced, but they do exist

primarily in the COBOL language modifications and additions.

IInformatics/MARK IV

The MARK IV file management system is an advanced

general-purpose software yate ,i develuped for the I5M/360 series

Iof equipment. It is the fifth in a series of data management systems

£ designed and developed by Informatics. MARK IV operates underF either the Standard Disc Operating System (DOS) or Operating Sys-

tern (OS). The initial system will be available during the latter part

of 1967 and a final version will be available early in 1968.

MARK IV is a data processing system designed primarily

for business or file applications. The system provides f-- the

generation, maintenance and retrieval of information from '. -e .
disc oriented files, A comprehensive report facility is also p&,o-

vided.

11
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The system generates computer programs based upon speci-

fications given to it by the user. The user employs one or more

structured forins to prepare the specifications which become the

MARK IV sourcc input. No on-line facilities are now provided by

the system.

MARK IV generates a program to perform the user-specified

functions from pre-coded routines which are stored in the MARK IV -!

library. The pre-coded routines provide for many of the common

data processing tasks, thus reducing the amount of code that has to

be generated.

The user specifies the logical organization of his files andI

the data are stored on tapes or on disc. The data are accessed via

.the Sequential Access Method (SAM) if the storage medium is tapes,

tnd by the SAM or the Index Sequential Access Method (ISAM) if the

storage m~dium is disc.

The system can: create files from various data sources; U
maintain files by performing changes, additions and deletions;

select data records based on selected criteria; make computations

on the data in these records; extract data items from selected

records; and produce new files, parts of files, and combinations of

files. Various report formats and data arrangements, as well as

the facility to use preprinted forms, are available.

In addition to the standard set of programs provided by

MARK IV, the user also is provided with the facility for calling up
-user-coded routines which may be required for special processing,

The system also has the facility for saving a generated program in

its library, and calling upon the program if the user results are

required on a periodic basis.

- -



inte rna*ional Bus iness Machines/GIS

The Generalized Information System (GIS) is a collection

of programs written for System 360 to support formatted file

retrieval, maintenance, and report-presentation functions. It is

E a third-generation system which resembles its predecessor, the

I-Formatted File System (FFS). Overall, the system does not appear

radically different from its design and implementation basis 7090
FFS (438L).

GI5 is a stand-alone system, under control of Operating

System 360. Basically, the system operates as a series of job

steps in the sequential task environment of Operating System 360

and will be released in two versions. The first release, GI5

(Basic), will provide file-handling capabilities which will operate

in a non-multiprogrammed environment using batched transactions.

A majority of the full procedural language capabilities will be pro-

vided in GIS (Basic). The second version will provide additional

capabilities, including procedure specification and data entry from

I local or remote terminals, and operation in a rnultiprogrammed

Ienvironment.

GIS is planned for release as an IBM Type II program and,

as such, will be produced and maintained by IBM. The first ver-

sion will require, as a minimum, a 360/40 with a 128K-byte core,

Later versions operating in a multiprogrammed environment with

teleprocessing capabilities are expected to require a larger core

size.

GIS is designed to provide the capabilities of file creation

and maintenance, file inquiry, and report preparation in a timely
manner. To meet this design objective, GIS provides the user a

number of generalized processing modules and an information lan-

guage through which both data files and file processing procedures

1 } 13
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can be described, GIS also provides control and utility features

to aid the user in performing task specification maintenance, in

providing restricted access to files, in providing audit data as a

result of file maintenance actions, and in providing detection and

recording of specification, data content and system reaction errors.

GIS is built upon the experience gained in its second-

generation predecessor, the Formatted File System, Perhaps the

most significant feature of GIS is not that it provides the basic

necessary capabilities of a generalized file-handling system, but

rather the degree of comprehensiveness of these capabilities,

GIS provides additional capabilities over and above the

second-generation formatted file features, One of these features

is the multi-file capability. The procedural language in GIS allows

for up to six files to be referenced during any sub-procedure

-(QUERY, MODIFY, UPDATE, CREATE, etc.), c
Another capability found in 0IS that was not generally avail-

able in second-generation systems is the ability to handle hierar-

chical files. GIS can handle up to 15 levels of hierarchy with a

single nested group at each level. It also handles multiple types of

groups at any level of subordination, so long as these multiple types

* are not themselves superior to further subordination.

National Military Command System Support Center/NIPS

The NMCS Information Processing System (NIPS/360) is in

essence the Formatted File System, FFS, converted to the IBM

360/50 computer system and operational under Operating System

360/Option Z. Historically, the Formatted File Systems began with

the SAC 438L system on the IBM 7090 in 1961. The NIPS predecessor

14
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on the IBM 1410 was created in 1963 to satisfy the mission of a

Naval Fleet Intelligence Center. Since then, the system has been

employed at several intelligence centers and cornxands throughout

Ithe world. Basically, the system has evolved in two separate corn-

Munities: Command and Control, and Intelligence. The Intelligence
I
-t systemn, the iDHS FFS, has emphasized efficient processing capa-

- bilities and improved output options for its many-volumed data

-sources. On the other hand, the Command and Control system,

NIPS, has expanded logical file maintenance, improved the query

language, and built an on-line retrieval mechanism. Both the
second-generation FFS systems operate under the modified 1410

operating system OPSYS (1410-PR-.155).

The 1410, FFS is being converted to an S/360 model 50H - j
(eight magnetic tape drives, two 2311 discs, one 2302 disc, 2260/1053,

and associated card/read/punch printer equipment) in two primary

phases. Phase I components include: file structuring, file main-

tenance, retrieval and sort, output, remote inquiry processing,

system-fori-atted output, and necessary utilities. Included in

Phase II are an expanded file maintenance including multi-file, file

revision, on-line update, as well as additional components and

utilities. The target date for the operational capabilities is January

1968, for Phase I and June 1968, for Phase Ii.

NIPS/360 is a general-purpose fi!.e-handling system operating

- under O/S 360 and performing the traditional functions of structuring,

maintaining, revising and retrieving from a set oi data files. While

maintaining a high degree of external compatibility with its 1410

predecessor, the internal processing methods have been modified to

exploit the capabilities of the third-generation hardware S/360, and

operating system O/S 36C. Adhering to the strict 0/S 360 program-

ming conventions for communication, base register usage, linkage,

etc., the conversion is being done using the COBOL language down

K15
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to the subroutine levcl of software. At the subroutine level, either I
COBOL or assembly language will be used depending on which is |k

necessary to efficiently utilize O/S 360 software and S/360 hardware

capabilities. I
Compatibility with the existing 1410 FFS system was a major i

design criterion which is being achieved through the ability to use

existing FFS control cards, query and summary decks, file main-

tenance decks, and analyst's procedures.
I

The new system does much to alleviate the physical restric--

tions of the old system. Specifically, the physical size restriction

of a logical record to 2701 characters has been relieved by making

each individual group instance a physical record. However, because

of compatibility requirements, some of the logical shortcomings are

still apparent in the system.

In the new system, the File Format Table (FFT is thz data

description or dictionary) will become an integral part of the physi- C_7
cal file being described. Thus the NIPS files will be "self-describing"

and no longer have a physically remote file description which can

easily be misplaced or lost. The S/360 NIPS is primarily a direct-

access-oriented system utilizing the capabilities of the disc through

the Index Sequential Access Method of 0/S 360.

S

Scientific Data Systems /9 Series MANAGE

SDS 9 Series MANAGE, hereafter referred to as MANAGE,

was developed by Scientific Data Systems Corporation (SDS) for the

910, 920, 925, 930, and 9300 computers. The initial system was

completed in April 1966 and the final version in January 1967.

MANAGE is a generalized system that provides the capability

:for generating, maintaining and retrieving data from tape files.

Although SDS has been stressing business applications, MANAGE

16
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is, in fact, a file-oriented system similar in concept to the

M RK11III system of Informatics.

The system was designed for and is limited to processing

tape files with fixed-length records, Record length may vary be-

tween files, but not within a file.

MANAGE operates from the MONITOR 9300 systems tape

on the SDS 9300 computer. On the SDS 900 series it operates from

a stand-alone MANAGE system tape.

MANAGE has a limited capability to process textual type

information such as document abstracts, job status reports and

other similar information. The text material must be entered in

the file in the same format that is to be printed. Retrieval is accoin-

plished by fixed-position unique identification codes. The capability

is further limited by the maximum record size, 15 lines per record

and 120 characters per line.

System Development Corporation/TDMS

The Time-Shared Data Management System (TDMS) is a

general-purpose system for managing data in a time-sharing environ--

ment. It is currently being developed by the Technology Directorate

of the System Development Corporation (SDC) as a result of work

sponsored in part by the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA)

of the Department of Defense. TDMS is being designed and imple-

mented for use on the IBM System 360 Model 5O. TDMS is an out-

growth of TSS-Lucid System, also developed by SDC for the

AN/FSQ-32 computer.

T.DMS will permit the user to describe and generate a file

as well as retrieve and display data from the file on a cathode-ray

tube (CRT) device. It also will provide the capabilities to update

17
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and maintain the file an,' to generate hard copy reports. TDMS

operates under the SDC-provided ADEPT operating system.

In TDMS a file is stored in a series of associated tables,

One group of tables holds the actual data element values. There is I
a separate table for each defined data element, and only unique data I
element values are stored in these tables (i. e. , no duplicate values). |

Another table contains the names of the data elements in the files. •i

* A third type of table describes the individual data elements and their

logical relationships. It also points to tables which contain pointers

arranged in sorted order, which point to the tables containing the _

-Actual data element values.
I

There are two capabilities in TDMS which can be used to

retrieve data. One of these, QUERY, can produce only relatively -

simple outputs. The second, COMPOSE/PRODUCE, can produce

rather sophisticated outputs. Within COMPOSE, the user describes

any number of report formats to TDMS. Each report format has a

name and requires several statements to describe the data which is £

to be output, and the way the output will look when it has betn pro-

duced as a report. PRODUCE provides the user with the capability

of requesting any of the report formats previously generated in I
COMPOSE to produce actual reports.

Through two additional programs, TDMS has capabilities

-or modifying data element values and for maintaining files. The

UPDATE program allows the user to add, delete or change data

element values. The MAINTAIN program provides for merging,

subsetting, extracting, ordering, and restructuring of files.

18
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- DATA STRUCTURE TERMINOLOGY

One of the most difficult problems in describing data manage-

m~ent systerns is terminology. There is no generally accepted set of

terms or definitions. This section defines the terms used in this

docur--ent to describe the logical organization of data.

There are five basic terms used in this report to represent

various levels of aggregation of data. In a scale going froz., lowest

to highest, they are:

- Data Element
Group

~Logical File

~~File =
~Data Base

If --

l-:: Data Element

A data element is a single data entity and is a terminal item;

Sthat is, it contains no logical substructure and is therefore the low-

est level. The most important aspect of a data element is that it is

the link between logical and physical structure. In particular, data
elements are the only logical entities that have data value(s) which

are physically stored. A data element is referenced by an alpha-

numeric string of characters--its na.e Thn sae of data eleent

-'-- may be fixed or variable and is measured by a number of bits, bytes,

~or characters.

thi Other terms used for this concept ar ficld, item, atom,

element, or property,

Example: Data Element- -POPUAT ON
DData Element Value--2OZ, 779

A la d i sn

rhtii otin olgclsbsrcueadi-teeoetelw
est eve. Te mst iporantaspct o a ataeleent s tat t i

the inkbeteenlogial nd hyscal trutur, I paricuardat
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A group is . set of data elements which has an identifier. I
A group represents a node in the logical hierarchy of data. Groups j
may vary in frequency, format, and their relationship to each other.

These relationships include: subordinate, peer, and superior with

respect to other groups. A particular set of data element values for

all the data elements comprising the 3 roup is called an instance of

the group.
I

Othur terms used for this concept are segment, suile,

element, and group of elements. There are basically two types of

groups, master groups and repeating groups:

Master Group. A master group has no peer or parent

-- group. This logically occurs first in the data structure, and

--- has the further characteristic of being non-repeating; e.g.

"NATION" in Group A of Figure 1. Other terms used for this

concept are fixed set, master segment, and main-level object, -

Repeating Groups. A repeating group is one for which

there can be recurring instances of different values for the

data elements comprising the group. This type of group may

have an arbitrary number of instances and three different

relationships with other groups. First, a group may be sub-

ordinate in the logical structure to either the master group or

a nother group. (it is important to note, however, that a group

may have one and only one parent in a pure hierarchy.

Second, a group may have a peer relationship with one or more

groups; that is, several different and logically distinct groups

may occur on the same level in the hierarchy. Third, a group

may be superior to one or more other groups. Groups B, C,

and D, in Figure 1 are examples of repeating groups. (Another

term used for this concept is periodic set.)

20 -
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NTO - MA~STER -
NATION GROUP A

I COUNTRY
PRESIDENTI

POLITICAL ......... REPEATING LOGICAL
SUBDIVISION GROUP B FILE

SSTATE

GOVERNOR

REPEATING...) REPEATING
REPEAING* CITIES I r COUNTIES ~EETN

GROUP C GROUP D

i I YI I
CITYICOUNTY

POPULATION SEATI

WARDS/ ........... REPEATING
P C GROUP E

T'P. GROUP DESCRIPTOR RELATIONSHIP

MASTER A NATION SUPERIOR TO GROUPS B, C, AND D
REPEATING B POLITICAL SUBORDINATE TO GROUP A- SUPERIOR

SUBDIVISION TO GROUPS C AND D
REPEATING C CITIES SUBORDINATE TO GROUP B PEER TO

GROUP D
REPEATING D COUNTIES SUBORDINATE TO GROUP 8 PEER TO

[ARS GROUP C
REPEATING E WARDS SUBORDINATE TO BOTH GROUP C AND DREETIN PRECINCTS

FIGURE :
LOGICAL STRUCTURE
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Logical File

A logical file is the description or specification of the logical

agpregation of related groups--one master type and possibly one or

more subordinate groups--that will be used to construct a file.

Figure 1 is an example of a logical file.

Entry. A particular set of values for all the data

elements of a logical file is called an entry. Figure Z is an - --

example of an entry. Other terms used for this concept are
object, logical record, and statement, i

File

A file is comprised of one or more entries that have the

-- same logical organization, each of which may differ in physical

: format (i. e., number of data element values) because of the nature

of repeating groups. Entries for all countries, similar to that in

--- Figure Z for the United States, would constitute a file. ( I

Data Base

A data base is the aggregation of all the files which can be

accessed by a data management system.

I -
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MASTER GROUP A 1UNITED STATES
L. B. JOHNSON

ALABAMA
L.WALLACE

"MOBILE

INSTANCES OF REPEATING f 02779
GROUP C IMONTGOMERY1134393

CALHOUN

jANNISTON
INSTANCES OF REPEATING IDALE
GROUPD \ OZARKlWILCOX - :

ICAMDEN

SCMINSTANCES
IARKANSAS OF ONE
W. ROCKEFELLERJ ~'REPEATING ENTRY

LITTLE ROCK GROUPS B

300000
FORT SMITH

-INSTANCES OF REPEATING 75320

RPINE BLUFF[woo-

INSTANCES OF REPEATING CASHLEYGROUP D 'HAMBURG

G 47 OTHER STATES

JWYOMING
HANSENICHEYENNE

INSTANCES OF REPEATING
GROUP C 43505

ALBANY
I f LARAMIE

INSTANCES OF REPEATING N N A
GROUP D CASPER

FIGURE 2
AN ENTRY NEXT ENTRY
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USE OF TIHE DATA

It is important to note that the organization of the forms

presenting the results of the survey (Section 1.) does not imply any

indicatiun of the relative m r u.ts of the various capabilities. The

-survey is not an attemrpt to evaluate these systenaS, but to present
S::the capabilities of the systems in a corrinon framework. It is

obvious that using the data for evaluation purposes by any simple

approach such as adding up the "yes" and "no" entries would not be

valid because some "yes" entries imply "no"' in another capability.

Also, attempting to establish a genera-lized weighting system

--would not be valid because, depending on a specific user's require-

xnents, a "yes" could be a negative factor in a systcn, nd a "no'

a positive factor,

As a guideline, it is recommended that the user establish a

list of required capabilities using the format of the forms, but

.!- :}completely independent of the anowers in this repsrt, Based o1 the j t

" desirability and the required level ol imple entation of the various

features, a comparison with specihc systm-s. ct3Iud, yie)d som.e

-- useful results, including perhaps a reduction to a short er Ii it,

24
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SECTION II

SURVEY RESULTS

SURVEY GROUND RULES

To present the responses to the capability list in a common

tirne-frame and with overall consistency, the following ground rules

and guideli.nes were observed throughout the survey.

The time-frame chosen was that the initial capability of the

data management syatems surveyed must be demonstrable by the

secortd quarter of calendar year 1969. The following terms (see

Table I) were- used to indicate the vendor's responses: ALL, AV(F),
AV (O), DY, CH, K, LIM(O), NA, NF, NO, NTL and YES.

. .. To indicate the final capability of the data management sys-

tems, the term AV(F) (available in final version) from the abbre-

-viation list was used, In the particular case that a capability was

being considered at the time of the interview but no firm commit-

F- ment had been made to implement it, the abbreviation NF (not firm)

was used. Whenever possible the exact expected dates of initial and

Ifinal version of the system are given in the forms.

The following guidelines were 'sed for those data manage-

ment systems which used other processors (e. g., COBOL, ALGOL,

PL/I) in part or in whole.

(a) If the data management system or a compiler provides
the capability in a single statement, the answer is
11yes--

(b) If the capability is not provided by either the system or
the compiler, the answer is "no" .-

I(c) If two or more compiler statements, a procedure, are
r required to provide the capability, the answer is "no"

with a footnote reference. This excludes all library
subroutines.

t25
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TABLE I

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

ALL The entire list is included in the system

- AV(F) Available in the final version

AV(O) Available as an option through the operating system

BY Byte--eight-bit representation of characters

CH Character- -six-bit representation of characters

f-x K -ilo--2 I  i:

LIM(O) Limited- -available by operating system and limited
tiAby it

'JA Not applicable- -because of the particular implemen-
tation philosophy, this capability does not have
meaning

! lIF Not firm--currently being considered although no
firm commitment was made at the time of the
interview

--NO No--capability is not available

NTL No theoretical limit- -practical device and implemen-
tation considerations are noted where known

• : .: _. .. ? .... .. .. . Y _ , s - - t h e s ny a t e i -n l i -_ t h e .p a r t i c q u l a r r a p a b il l i t y

i2
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(d) If the capability exists through the use of a subroutine
library, the answer is "yes" with a footnote reference.

(e) If a special-purpose program, independent of the com-
piler or data management system, is required to pro-
vide the capability, the answer is "no" with a footnote

reference.

ORGANIZATION OF SURVEY RESULTSI

I The results of the survey are presented in a tabular format.

fThe capabilities are listed and an answer column is provided for

I each system surveyed, It should be noted that the list of the capa-

Ibilities does not imply any ranking or indication of the relative

merits of a particular feature.

t An effort to organize the various capabilities into related

broad categories caused some problems in answering the questions.

For example, the logical structure cf a file is differentiated from

-- its physical structure, and the output presentation section is inde-

pendent of the retrieval capabilities, In some of the systems sur-

veyed these and other arbitrary divisions were not clearly separated

or independent. Whenever possible, the questions were designed to

I determine the degree of the implementation of a specific capability.

The capabilities and data on availability of data management

I systems have been enumerated under eight categories:

1.000 File Definition and Organization

2.000 Data Retrieval

3.000 Maintenance

4. 000 Output Presentation

5. 000 Data Access Methods

6. 000 General Interface Capability

7. 000 System Statistics

8.000 System Availability

B27



1.000 FILE JDFINITION AND ORGANIZATION

File organization is the foundation on which a data manage-

nient system (DMS) is built and is the most important aspect of a

DMS. It is the major indicator of perfornance because it dictates

the search strategy invoked during retrieval of data. The physical

aspects of file organization can have a major effect on the size of

the data base; the logical aspects can affect the amount of repetition

of the data values and the duplication of data entries.

This section describes the file organization of a DMS with

respect to. its logical scheme of organization, the physical struc-

ture or layout of the data, the way in which data are defined, and

the indexing capability of the DMS.

1. 100 Logical File Organization

The logical file organization is the method used to

aggregate and organize data. Related data elements, the basic enti-

-ties in the file (see Section I, Survey Terminology), are collected

into groups, and logically related groups are aggregated into logical

files. Within a logical file, groups may be ordered according to

their relationship to each other, i.e. , superior, peer, or subordi-

aiate. A number of logical files ccnstitute a data base.

Logical file organization is important in retrieving

"information sets" which satisfy retrieval search criteria on the

basis of the timeliness and meaningfulness of the information con-

tained therein.

Logical file organization is divided into two broad

generic categories; Hierarchical and Heterogeneous.

28
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~1. 110 Hierarchical I ilea

i ~A hierarchically structured file in a file that -

has a specific type of logical group relationship (commonly called

fU

tree s;,ructure) containing one or more levels. A pure tree-structured

~hierarchy starts with a single group at the root or base of the struc-

[ ture; this group is defined as the master group, and is unique in the
1h1erarchyi From the caaster group (or any other group), one or

~~many groups may branch out. However, a given group may have -

only one immediately superior group. Groups at the same level in
the tree are peers of each other (by definition, only one group may a

~exist at the master group level). Groups branch out into many other
asubordinate groups. A logical group instance is one act of all the

~~data element values in that group.--"

~~1. 120 Heterojgeneous Files :

tesrcr)c Heterogeneous files are fils that do not have

a pure tree-atructured hierarchy. Logical linkage is allowed be-

Stween groups of any level, and a group may be subordinate to one

or more e lsuperior groups. Heterogeneous files are characterized

[ by two additional features: Inverted Tree Structures and a Variety,-

$ of Logical Structures.

The extent of the local definition, on on of ay

DMS is characterized by the following:

d e t e t g 29



110ll HIERARCHiGAL FI'LE AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC
• ORGANI[ZATION DM- I FORGE COGENT ]]

I

' Data Elements Per Group - The maximum

number of data elenments that can be in-

I

cluded in a group. In. the example in Sec- 1NTL (B 1) 1NTL
tion I the grnup CITIES may contain only
two data elements: CITY NAME and POP-
ULATION.

Loical Group Instance - The maximum L () T

number of in3tances of a logical group, 2 ( )4T
S where an instance is a particular set of (2 T

... data element values of the group.

Levels of Subordination - The depth of the
logical structure in terms of the total_
number of levels of logical groups. The 324 NTL
following example represents five levels

of subordination:
PO LITICAL DIVISION

CITIES
WARDS

PRECINCTSSTREETS

HOUSE NUMBERS

Distinct Peer Grou s - The maximum
number of groups that can occur at the 254 (B1) NTL
same level of subordination, (See CITIES
and COUNTIES in Section 1.

Related Groups - The maximum allowable
number of groups at all levels of subordi-
nation that constitute a logical file, In the 32'54 (B) NTL
Section I example, four groups constitute
the COUNTRY file: NATION, POLITICALI
SUBDIVISION, CITIES, COUNTIES and
PRECINTS.

BI) Size collectively limited to 9909 characters.
(B2) Limited to 999, 999.
(El) Limited by total number of groups.
(Fl. The upper bound is limited by the Data Definition Table and/or core.
(F2) Actual limit is 224-1 which could never be achieved due to record

size limits.
(GI) File structure imposes no limit, however, processing techniques

chosen by the user may constrain tne number of levels.

-30
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GE INFORMATICS IBM NMCSSC SoC SDS U. S. .RMY*

IDS MARK U GIS NIPS TDMS MANAGE RAPID

NTL NTL (1,'1) NTL 1023 (11) 1024

t

NTL NTL NTL(FZ) NTL(GI) 8191(HI) 1 63

SNTL 9 15 1 15 0 1

£I

NTL 99(EL) 255 255 255(H2) O(IZ) 1024

NTL 99 (F) 255 255(H2) 1 1024

(HI) Designed maximum capacity. in initial implementation hardware
and software restrictions make this limit unattainable.

(H2) Total number of dittinct rept.,ating groups per file is limited to 255.
(II) Record length 1023 charactera. Theoretically each character could

be defined as a data elernent.(12) No level of vubt rd.:,,.tion; therefore no peer relationship.

*U S ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC
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1. 110 HIERARCHICAL FILE AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC
ORGANIZATION (Continued) U- FORGE_ - _____

Entries - The maximum number of physi-

cal entries in a file. A physical entry is

ordinate groups subsumed under one 24 (B21) NTL
- .instance of a master group, In the Sec-

tion I example, the COUNTRY file would
contain an entry for each country in theI

1. 120 HETEROGENEOUS FILE
ORGANIZATION

Inverted Tree Structure - The capability to
Eive an "inverted tree structure" and havej
a subordinate group linked to more than Y ES NO NF
one superior group at any level, as illus-

otrated by the example in Figure 1 of Sec-I

Variety of Structures -The capability to
define a logical file structure with null
valued data elements (data elements con-
taining either no data values or only parts( I

-of group instances at generation time).
The implication here is that there is no
"penalty't for defining future data elements
in the file; i. e. , no physical storage is

allocated in advance. There are two cases:
-Missingt Groups - Groups which have*

no values for CITY NAME or POPU- £

LATION

-Missing Data Elements - Data elements
which have been defined have no value, YES YES NF
e.g., CITY NAME filled in but no
values for POPULATION

I( A

(B I) Lmt t
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IGE INFORMATICS IBM NMCSSC _SDC SOS U ARMY*
IDlS MAK IV 6IS NIPS TDMS MANAGE RAPID

NTL INIL NTL LIM(O) 16,777,215 NTL 23

IYES NO NO NO NO0(-12) NO(11) NO0

YE E E E E E E

NO N O YSGI E E E

(G ) O l aial ilsf.l eindm xm mcpct o alisacso l rus(nre
ifteeaen eetn rus ihnafl.I nta m lm n
tainhrwr otaersrcin aeti i i ntanbe

(H )Ti a edn yrsrcigtefl n nutn h rus

(11 YES e YEf YESrintin Yhreo e S YES YEvre''rlto s

exss
NO NO NO YS ARYES YSTMDEES YSD

(GIJ nly ariale felds
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1.Z00 Physical File Organization

A physical file is a file of data values (not necessarily
reflecting the logical organization of the data base). There are
various methods for physical organization of data. In general the

methods are indicators of the response time of the system, i. e.,

the time it takes to retrieve data from the data base. Two basic 3

types of physical file organization are discussed: Parallel and

Sequential.

1. 210 Parallel S

This method collects and stores all the values

for a particular data element or group instance in a contiguous man-

ner. It is independent of the logical organization, Physically con-

-tiguous is interpreted to be independent of device considerations such

as track size. Usually physical links are used to preserve the

41i hierarchical organization.

1. 2Z0 Physical Sequential

The natural way of storing hierarchically

structured data is with each group expanded according to its position

in the hierarchy.

The physical file organization of the DMS is depicted

by the following categories.

35 i
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C
1.2O PARALLEL PHYSICAL FILE AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC

ORGANIZATION DM-I FORGE COGENTIT

By Data Elements - All values of a data
element are stored contiguously. For
example: All the values of POPULATION NO NO NF
for all cities in all states are stored con-
tiguously independent of the group instance
or entry they are part of.

By Logical Groups - All instances of a
logical group are stored contiguously.
For example: All the values for CITY
NAME, and POPULATION for all cities NO NO N F
in all states are stored contiguously.
Note: The example of the Nation file in
Section I is not a parallel structured file.

1.220 SEQUENTIAL FILE
ORGANIZATION

By Group Int:.nce - All values of the data
elements comprising a group instance are
stored contiguously, For example, all YES YES YES(CI)
the values for CITY NAME and POPULA-
TION for the state of Alabama are stored
contiguously as shown in Section I.

By Hierarchical Group - Each group
instance is stored according to its subor-
dinate relationship, starting with the
master group. Each and every group is YES YES YES(CI)
stored according to the group instance
discipline. First, the instance of the
master group is stored, then an instance
of each successively subordinate group in
the hierarchy is stored accordingly until
the terminal group is reached. Next, all
instances of the terminal group are ex-
panded and stored. If there is no peer at
the terminal group level, the next highest
group instance is expanced. If there are

_e. rouns at the terminal group level.

(C1) When a file is divided into multiple data sets, different levels of

hierarchical records may be physically stored on different devices.

(Dl) By data declaration.

(Fl) If desired, individual groups can be defined as a separate file and
accesscd in a single retrieval by the multiple file capability. J
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IGE INFORM AT ICS IBM NMCSC SDC D .S.A.
IDS 17R G ('IS NIPS TDM!IS MANAGE R(APID

NO NO NO NO I YES NO No

YES(D!) NO NO(F 1) NO(GL) PO YES(I1) yES I

YES(D1) YES YES(F I) YES NO YES YES

YES(D.1) YES YES YES YES(H) YS'II) YES

I i
(GI) When a file consists of only master groups.

(HI) Actual values are stored contiguously when they are dates or num-
bers requiring less than 22 bits; otherwise the actual value is stored
separately (one time only) and a pointer is used.

(II) Special-case logical file consists of only master groups.

*U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC
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1. ZZO SEQUENTIAL FILE AUERBACH BURROUGHS l  CSC
ORGANIZATION (Continued) DM-I FORGE ICOGENTJ-

Hyierarchical Grou2P (continued)

these are expanded in their entirety becfore
moving back up the tree. The process
continues until the master group is com-
pletely expanded, ending the process.
For example in Section 1, the COUNTRY
NAME and its PRESIDENT are stored
first, followed bT the values of STATE
NAME and GOVERNOR for first state,
followed by all the values of CITY NAME
and POPULATION for the first state,
followed by all values of COUNTY NAME
and COUNTY SEAT for the first state,
followed by the values of STATE NAME
and GOVERNOR for the second state, etc.

B Entry - Every entry is stored contigu-
oubly. For example, all the values in the
entrkr UNITED STATES are stored con- YES NO YES(C1)
tiguously, followed by all the values for
the entry URUGUAY. The example shown
of the NATION file in Section I is a physi-
cal sequenlial file. )

(C1) When a file is divided into multiple data sets, different levels of
hierarchical records may be physically stored on different devices.
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G E INFORMATICS IBM NMCSSC SDC SOS U.. ARMY*
IDS MARK 17 GIS NIPS T-DM-S MANAGE RAPIDI

-YES(Dl) YiLS YES YES(G1) YES(H1) YES YES

(Dl Bydtecaain(GI)ISA (Idex equntil AcessMetod)
(HI Acualvales re tord cntguoslywhe thy ae dtesor um

(G paratSA (one Sequenly aces Moetod) sed

I *U.S ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDCI
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1 300 Data Definition

Data definition is the specification of the types of
F data representation acceptable to the DMS and the physical limita-

tions on quantity and content.I
S-1. 310 Data Element Representation

f Various types of data element provided by the

DMS to the software user, such as fixed-point and floating-point

I numbers, are described in machine-oriented terms.

I
11. 3.0 Physical Size

5The lengths of the various types of data

element provided by the DM.S to the software user are also described
in hardware terms. Thus, many computers are capable of proces-

sing floating-point numbers 32 bits in length, as well as floating-

point numbers 64 bits in length; the DMS's for such computers will

therefore offer the user the ability to define either long (64 bits) or

short (32 bits) floating-point data elements.

k

S1,330 Storage Devices
t

Depending on computer hat dware configurations

and DMS capabilities, the user will have many different secondary

storage devices which he can use for permanent or semi-permanent

data-base storage.

<j 41
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1,310 DATA ELEMENT AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC
REPRESENTATION - I O O

DM-1 FORGE COGENTflr

Fixed Point YES YES YES

Floating Point YES YES YES

Packed Decimal YES NO YES
EBCDIC/BCD YES YES(BI1) YES

ASCII NO(A1) YES NF

1.320 PHYSICAL SIZE

Data Element - The maximum number of (Cl)
characters in data elements.

Variable Length 254 BY NONE

Fixed Length
* Numeric 254 BY 18dd
* Alphanumeric 254 BY 99CH

Group - The maximum number of charac- 254 2 BY (CI)
ters in logical groups.

-Fixed Length YES
- Variable Length NONE

Entry - The maximum number of charac- NTL (C1)
ters in entries.
- Fixed Length 9999
-Variable Length NONE

File

The maximum number of entries per NTL 999999 (C1)

file.

- The maximum number of files per data NTL (B2) (C1)base .

(Al) MG rpo,.ntaticn can be added to the system.
(Bl) Through BCL (Burroughs Common Language).
(B2) Expandable to 99.
(C1) Physical size of all elements depends on COBOL implementation

(DI) Through IDS and COBOL.
(D2) 4096 characters including control characters.

(El) ASCII character representation is handled automatically by IBM
hardware.

(EZ) Variable data element lengths are not supported. An entry may

contain a variable number of fixed -length groups. A group may

consist of one data element.
(E3) 4 bytes (binary or floating point); 16 bytes packed decimal.

(E4) Size of records (entries) is limited by memory space available for
buffer. The absolute maximums for either fixed- or variable-length

records is 99, 999 bytes. This may be increased (overridden) to

the maximum memory size in OS/360 by use of the JCL,
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G F INFORMATICS IBM NMCSSC SDC -SOS ITS. ARMY*
IDS _MARK IY G's NIPS TOMS MANAGE RAPIDUIYES(DI) YES NO(F 1) YES YES NO YES
NO YLS NO(FI) NO(Gl) YES NO NOINO 'XES YES NO NO NO NO

Y ES(D2) EBCDIC; YES YES YES BCD YES
FNO (El) NO LIM(O) NO NO(J I

NONE (E2) NONE NTL(G2) 255BY NONE 5629

(D) (E3) 31dd 4BY 255BY 1023 5629

255 Z55BY 255BY 255BY 1023 5629

(DZ) LIM(O)(F2)

I9999 (G3) 295805(HI) 1023 5629
NONE NTL 295805(HI)l NONE 5629

NT L (E4) LIM(O)(F3 (G4)

295805(Hl) NONE 5629

NTL NTL NTL LIM(O) 16,777,215 NTL1 NY
(HI)

NTL NTL NT1, NTL 1 NTL NTL

(Fi) Can be defined and passed to processing subroutine for action and/

(F 2) Group is fixed length. The length is limited to the track size on theK

E direct-access device (unless track overflow feature is available) or

the mnaximnum record size from tape. 4
(F 3) E~ntry 1s variable length only. Using physical sequential access,

length is track- or record-limited.
(GI) May be carried, but not processable.
(G ') Block size (physical block size) is generation parameter.
(G 3) Block size core 1K.
(G4) Restricted by size of buffer within the different FFS modules min

8K to max size of buffer allocated.
(HI) Designed maximum capacity. In initial implementation hardware

and softwaie restrictions make this limit unattainable.
(il1) Available as a hardware option.

*U. S. ARMY SYSTEM BE VELOPED BY OrCJ
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1. 330 STORLAGE DEVICES AUERBACH BURROUGS CSC
DM-I FORGE COGENT II

Tape (Al) NO YES

Dis c
- Pack (Al) NCO Y ES

F- I'ile (Al) Y ES Y ES

Drum (Al) NO Y ES

-Data Cell (Al) NO YES

(Al) DM-l is indifferent to the types of storage devices.
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G E INFORMATICS IBM NMCSSC SDC SDS U.S. ARMY*
IDS MR K Ur GIS NIP D MS MANAGE RAPID

FNO 2400 Z400(all) Y ES NO(1-I) Y ES NO

tYES 211, 2311 YES y ES NO YESIYES 2302 2314 Y ES YES NO YES
YES 2312 YES LIM(O) NO NO NO

NF 2321l 232]. LIM(O) NO NO YES

(El) System uses DOS or OS data mranagement facilities and will use
any storage mnedia supported by 1BM,

(HI) Used for backup stc: ;ge and warehousing, but riot for active

-- __________U.S._ ;.fMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED YDC
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U1.400 Indexing Schemes

IFIndexing, a characteristic of data files, provides the

means to retrieve data from the file by associating a specific physi..

cal location with every logical data aggregate of the file--that is,

indexing allows a system user or a computer program to determine

I where any particular logical part of the file is physically located,

Whether a user or a computer program can efficiently determine

physical location is another matter: efficiency depends on the in-
dexing scheme used as well as on the structure and contents of the

file, the characteristics of the secondary storage device on which

Fthe, file resides, and the quality of the DMS. Four indexing schemes

are discussed here.

1.410 Name Index

This indexing method associates physical

locations with unique symbolic names. It is useful when a file

component whose location will be requested is always uniquely

identified by a symbolic name (i. e. , does not require further qualifi..

cation by data value or ordinal location within a repeating set). For

example, .f a file contains a data element "COUNTIES" which is an

element of a repeating group, and the file is name-indexed, then the

indexing scheme can provide the (starting) location for the storage

assigned to "COUNTIES. " The name-index scheme could not, how-

ever, provide a physical location for "COUNTIES (17)" or for .

"COUNTIES WHEN CITIES = 'ANNAPOLIS'" (except by non-

responsively saying something like "COUNTIES STARTS ON TRACK

4 OF CYLINDER 73 OF DISC 22222"). On the other hand, a file

containing library subroutines would be indexed quite well by name

L indexing.
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1. 420 Device-Element Index (Indexed Sequential)

l n e This indexing method associates physical
locations with every o_"dinally distinct file-comnponent instance,

although file-component values are not usable for indexing purposes.

Thus, the indexing scheme could provide the physical location of the

data value of the second instance of "CITIES" corresponding to the

seventh instance of "COUNTIES" corresponding to the 42nd instance

of "STATES" for the third instance of "NATIONS. " If the city in

.question were "ANNAPOLIS," the device -element indexing scheme

could provide the iniormation that CITIES(2,7,42,3) was at track

17 of cylinder 191 of disc 22222; but this scheme would not be able

to supply the location of "CITIES WHERE CITIES - 'ANNAPOLIS'

"- Thus this method provides rmore detailed indexing than the name-

. ---- indexing scheme described above, but at the cost of much larger

index tables and the longer retrieval times involved in processing

them.

1. 430 Data-Block Index (Sequential)

This indexing method associates ordinally

distinct file-component instances with physical data blocks of fixed

size, which can be thought of as the pages of storage device volume.

The index is implemented physically as a table of contents, omitting

the structural indentations which are found in tables of contents in

books and magazines, with an individual "chapter" listing for each

page of the physical file. The method is used mainly for data files

which are stored on sequential-access secondary-storage devices,

such as magnetic tape and paper tape, although it can also be used

for a data file on an immediate-access device such as a disc or

drum. In order to find the location of a desired logical file compo-

nent, one must sequentially search the data-block index for the name

or qualified name of the component; one might think that the index
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should therefore be inverted into a device elemrent index. In fact,
however, obtaining the physical location of a file component is

mainly useful as a preliminary to the physical retrieval of the

associated file-component value or values, which on a sequential

I. device must necessarily involve retrieving and examining every I

physical element of the file successively until the desired file com-

ponent shows up.

1. 440 Algorithmic Mapping

This indexing method associates physical

locations with data values. A single-value function which takes the

data value as its argument is used to produce a unique physical

address (;n additional operation must be performed to see that _4

duplicate values are placed in different storage locations, but this I
is usually a minor correction). The data value which is used to j
obtain the storage location may be the entire file component, or it

may be only a part of the component (e. g. , when storing an entire

group instance or an entire entry, a single data element value in

the group or entry may be used to produce the physical address).
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1,410 NAME INDEX AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC

The symbolic name which is used as an DM-I FORGE COGENTM

index may be that of any of the following
types of data aggregates:

- The name of the file itself YES YES YES

- The namp. of a group of the file kV(F)(Al) NO NF

The narne of a data element of the groupkV(F)(Al) NO NF

..4Z0 DEVICE ELEMENT INDEX
(INDEXED SEQUENTIAL)

The types of secondary storage devices
which can be used in conjunction with this (AZ) NO ALL
indexing method are:

Disc
Data Cell
Drum

.- 1.430 DATA BLOCK INDEX

Data block size (in bits, bytes, or V(F)(A3) NA NF
characters)

1. 440 ALGORITHMIC MAPPING

The types of file components which can be
stored as entities when indexing via
algorithmic mapping are:

- File V(F)(A4) NO NO
- Entry V(F)(A4) NO NO
- Group AV(F)(A4) NO NO
- Group Instance AV(F)(A4) NO NO
- Data Element AV(F)(A4) NO NO

(e. 1) By April, 1969.
(A,) DM-1 index address is logical address, not physical address; there-

fore it is device-independent.
(A3) By April, 1969 DM-I will have hierarchical block location tables.
(A4) Hash coding expected in 1969.
(Dl) IDS is a device-independent and deals with record identifiers which

are available to the user and which the system maps into physical
addresses without any mass storage access.
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ES iNFORMATICS IBM NMCSSC SC SS U. SARMY*

I0S MARK 1Z GIS NIPS TDMS MANAGE RAPID

NA(Dl1) YES YES YES YES NO YES
NA(DI) NO NO NO NA NO YES

NA NO NO NO YES NO YES

NA (El1) (Fl1) (Gi1) NO

AV(O) YES
NA NO
NA NO

NA (E2) NA NA NA NA NA

YES NO NA NO NO NO NF
NO NO NA NO NO NO NF
YES NO NA NO NO NO NF
YES NO NA NO NO NO NF

YE N NA NO NO NO NF

(El) ISAi~i (Index Sequential Access Method).
t (EZ) MARK IV retrieval is based on a one-pas s -of-the -master file con-

cept. Each record i~s read into a buffer and then the address of
each data element in the record is available both to own code and
the system.

(Fl) ISAM (Index Sequential Access Method).
(Gi) ISAM (Index Sequential Access Method).

*U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC
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2. 000 DATA RETRIEVAL

Retrieval is the process of extracting data element values

from those entries which satisfy user-specified search criteria.

Retrieval is not an end in itself, but is useful only as a service
capability for the other DMS facilities such as maintenance and out-

put presentation. A DMS user will not specify directly that re-

trieval should occur; rather, he will request that a certain mainten-

ance or output operation take place, and that the data required by

the operation be retrieved according to the search criteria which

he specifier.

~Consider these simple examples:

~i

i ~Maintenance; CHANGE CLASS TO "CITY" IF

-'7 !

PO GT (RERIVA

The statement as a whole is a maintenance request statement, while

t he phrase "'IF POP GT (25000)" is a retrieval "request" rub-

-statemnent or clause.

Output Presentation: DISPLAY GROUP "CITIES" IF

: POP GT (25010)

In this care we have the sae retrieval "request" clause or sub-

statement as above, although the entire statement is an outputby

! request.

- ithe ope tio be reiteve acoring the serc riiter tewhichn

forming a subset (of the data file being used) which satisfies the

criteria expressed in the retrieval clause. Rather, his primary

interest is in modifying the data base in the one case, and in ob-

serving the contents of the data base in the other case. I'or these

examples a very simple type of search criteria is used.

In the general case, a retrieval criteria specification con-

sists of one or more retrieval statements. The material in the
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following paragraphs covers the construction of retrieval state-

ments at three levels:

(a) the structure of the retrieval statement; i. e., the types
of expressions which can be used as components

(b) the sub-structure of the retrieval statements; i.e. , the
combination of operators and operands into compound
expressions

t(c) the super -structure of the retrieval statements; i. e.,
how retrieval statements are organized into a retrievaljcriteria specification.

i*

2. 100 Retrieval Expressions

Retrieval expressions are the primary structural I.
elements of retrieval statements. There are two types of retrieval

statements useful in constructing a retrieval specification: "opera-

tional" retrieval statements and "control" retrieval statements,

An operational retrieval statement consists of one or

more expressions; an expression consists of an operator and one or

inure operands. The general form of an expression is then:

(operand/operator/operand) for binary

operators, and

(operator/operand) for unary operator.s.

Construction of operational retrieval statements is conside-red with

respect to the aggregation of their basic components from the

simplest to the more complex statements. Operands combine with

operators to form simple expressions. Simple expressions are

punctuated with parentheses and are combined by logical connectors

to form compound expressions, Compound expressions are aggre-

gated to form retrieval expressions, and retrieval expressions are

collected to form operational retrieval statements. Executional

control of operational retrieval statements is provided by control

retrieval statements such as GO TO, DO, etc.
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2. 110 Conditional Expressions

Conditional, or logical, expressions form the

building blocks of operational retrixval statements, A logical ex-

pression is a special case of the simple expression in which the

operator is a logical operator. Conditional expressions state a

relationship between operands.

.111 Operands

An operand is a data entity upon which an

operation is performed; it may be a simple operand or a compound

operand. A simple operand may be a data element, a literal value,

-.-. or the results of some computation. A compound operand is a

combination of simple operands.

EXAMPLES: IF "AGE" CT (25)--(25) is a simple
operand;

IF "AGE" BETWEEN4 (18, 25)- -(18, 25)
is a compound operand.

When the valucs 0 f two data elements are

compared, the two operands may be different data elements or the

same data elements. They may be selected from the same logical

entry. or from two different logical entries. - =

2. 112 Operators

Logical operators are the linguistic devices

a DMS provides for expressing the relationship between operands.

The general form of a logical expression will be:

(operand/operator/operand) for binary
operators, and

(operator/operand) for unary operators.
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In addition, simple logical expressions can be cgnnected to form

compound logical expressions (see Section 2. 130).

2. 120 Arithmetic Expressions

An arithmetic expression is another general

type of retrieval expression whose operators may be arithmetic

operations or mathematical functions. This category describes the

specific computational capabilities of retrieval expressions and con-

siders specifically:

(a) types of operands

(b) basic arithnetic operators

(c) mathematical functions I
(d) modes of arithmetic expressions.

2. 130 Complexity of Expressions

The level of complexity of expressions indi-

cates the number and variety of coz..binations of expressions into

operational retrieval statements. In this category the following

topics are considered:

(a) compound logical expressions

(u) lv vl 0 f UIe btiig WttniL exUresinls

(c) quantitative limitations on formation of con-
pound expressions from simple expressions

(d) mixed mode expressions.
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2. 110 CONDITIONAL EXPRES51ON5 AUERBACH BURROUGHS1 CSC

2.11I OPERANDS DM-I FORGE COGENT-

The following items indicate the capability
for co'iaparing the values of data elements
selected fron different structural sub-
divisions of a file, specifically:

Data Element - Comparison of the values
of two different data elem.ents in the same YES YES YES
group of the iame entry.

EXAMPLE; "Country of Birth" EQ
"Country of Citizenship"

Literal
EXAMPLE: "Country uf Birth" EQ (USA) YES YES YES

Results of Computation - The computation LI
of a single value from some mathernaticdl
combination of selected data element AV(F)(Al) YES YESvalues, and the compuarison of the compu- i

__ted value against the data element.,_

EXAMPLE: "DIST" GT SQRT ("AREA"/
(3. 14)) or
X = SQRT ("AREa2'/(3. 14))
"DIST" GT XI

Different Group Instance, Same Data
Element

NO NO(Bl) YES
EXAMPLE: "POP-COUNTY(Z)" GT

"POP-COUNTY(3)"

Different Entry, Same Data Element - The
ability to compare the same data element i O NO(B1) YES
in two different file entries.

(Al) Cormputational functions to be added in 1.969. A
(BI) Available through COBOL procedure.

I
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G INFORMATICS IBM r NML;SSC - SUL. SDS US. ARMY*
I DS MARK U G IS NIPS_ TDMS MANAGE RAPID

YES(01) YES YES YES YES(H1) YES YES

YES(Dl) YES Y1 S YES YES YES YES

Y -S(DI) YES YES NO YES(HI) NO YES

YES(DI1) YES YES(FI) NO0 N0 NO NO

(D)Available through IDS and COBOL.

(H)Included in language design, but implemented in oilly part of the

U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC1
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2.112 OPERATORS AUERBACH BURROUGHS1 GSC

DM-I FORGE KOGENTMII

Standard Coriiparators - The "standard'"operators are those which are generally ALL, AlL ALL

availa~le in every DMS:
EQ Equal

- NE Not equalI
- GT GTeater than
- LT Less than
- LTE Less than or equal to

GT cE Greater than or equal toj

AddtioalCor2prators - Additional
operators are thuzve whicii are used inI
many systems in order to reduce the sizu
aiid complexity of the retrie val statementsII

needed to perform complex retrievals:

-Between - The value of one opei and is
within a rarige of the values specified -

intesecond operand. Y ES NO( Bi) YES

EXAMPLES: "AGE" betwe,-n (19, 25)
carn be~ cqiivalent to

AGE' GT (18) AND 'AGE" ~
LT (25), or

"AGE" GTE (18) AND "AGE"

"AGE" ciT (18) AND "AGE"

LTE (25). orI "AGE' GTE (J.8) AND "AGE"
LTE (2 5)IIdepending on whether the operator is

defined as inclusive or exclusive of the

* articulaL Values.

(BI) Available through COBOL procedure.
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G E INFORMATICS IBM TNMCSSC 1 SDC sns U S. ARMY~

I Ds MARK TY GIs N IPS TOMS MANAGE RAPID

AL-L(DI) ALI, A LL ALL A'- L ALL ALL,

YEspD2) NO YES YES YES I NO YES

(DI) Available through C(-i3OL.
jD2) Available through ID.(, and COBOL.

MnFO' AR" SSEM DEVELPED BY FC I
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2. 112 OPERATORS (Continued) AUERBACH BUR90UGHS CSC

DM-I FORGE I OGENI

GT. No Blank -- Greater than excIling
-blanks; in order2 for the comnparisun to

suicceod, the value- of the first operand
Mu~st, be not btarilh aHid it mvust also be YE~S NO(B1 ) N Y
greater than thc second operand.

EXAMPLES: PIROTPIT G I-NOT-
BLAIF (-1000000) is
equivalent to

PROFIT NE (0) AND PROFIT
GIT /-1000000)

(YF-jr thit; opurand, the teri "blank''
meianis a literal blank or a numerical
zero).

-LT Not Blank - Less than excluding
blanks; anialogous to the previous YES NO(BI) NY

operator.

- Character Pattern - The characters or
bytes of the first operand occur as a NO NO NY
substring within the second operand.

EXAMPLES:

(ABC) character -pattern
(ZXABCWT) giv~es a success-
ful test result.

(ABC) char acter - patte rn
(ZXABWCT) gives an unsuc-
cessful test. result.

(BI) Available through COBOL procedure.
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Gl JINFORMATICS I BM NMCSSC f SDC SDS U SARMY* ~I
IDS 1 MARK 31 G IS NIPS ITDMS MANAGE RAPID

YI2S(DI) NO (1,l) YES NO0 N0 NO

YES(D1) NO0 (F I YES N0 NO NO 0

NO NO0 YES YES NO NO NO

(DI) Available through IDS and COBOL.

(Fl) Available through compound conditions.

U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED[ CC
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11 OPERATORS (Continued) AUERP'ACH BURICOUGHS CSC

fM-I FORGE COGENT I i

Mask Match - The mask match is the I
n.amc of a class of operators which 1
have certain common features: curtain
positions of an operand are exaniined NO NO(B1) 1N F
or are not examim-d, dip.t'rding ot
whether the correslitdirg position in I
a nmasht contains a "search" indicator
rather than a "don't search" indicator -
such as an ""' '; each position of the I
operand which is examied is te sted,
either for the presenc' cf -a specified
value, or against the CUii- tspnrdLng

position of a second operand or against I
the character specified in the m-ask,

The test may be deemed successful if I
all of the positions which are e-xamined
have individual test successes (AND -
match), or if at least one of them has
an individual uccss (OR mvatch).

EXAMPLES.
(*A*D :*) AND- MASK- MAT CH

(ABCDEF) succeeds. J

(ZBXDVF) succeeds.

i

- ii

(51) Available through COBOL procedure.
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GL INFORMATICS 1BM m lMCSSC SDC SDS U S. ARMY*

ID S MARK lY G I NIPS I Ams MANAGF RAPID

N 0V YEls Y LS 'Y I.'S N 0 N 0

U S. ARMY SYSTEM DE' 1 ELOPED BY CDC
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2.12 PLIRATUI(S (Contium-di AU2ERBACH BURuUHSI cs'-

NlaximnunxMiniiiui Valut, - if A gioup DM FOG CGNm

Variable. tht'n thc tcst succi ('I. it tin' N'U N Y

vaiuc of Oil, olperaud is Ilk, largust (ni
smial 1k-rt) value I jc. hlt W ~,1.o all

EXAMP'LES, 11 tliet arc Ij~ uv lkstall-

I ~ "i AGE, vvit) value -s

I AGEMl m 2'8, Ac:(2u
13.1, AGLI(3) 3ti, AUL(J4)

- 3uj, and AGE(5) 2

I xMax ''AGE(3)'' -ucccudsi;
I ~umin''AGEM1)' succvi'dli.

IIf there is only onic ill-
stance of AGE, AGEI
18, t hen muin "AGE"'
bu(cuc'&ds all(] max 'AGE''
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GE INFORMATIcs 18Bm NMCSSC SOC SOS U S. ARMY*

I D S MARK IV I NIPS TOMS MANAGE RAPID

Y I'

NO N N0

AU

(Fl) Defined as compa)~ring the value of nmaxiniurn er rninirnunm occur-
rence to another value: c, g. ,when 'IF MAXIMU1LM AGE GIR 35'1
:5ucceeds, then "IF MAXIMUM AGE CR 40" tails.

*U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDCI
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2. 112 OPERATORS (Contiriuvd) AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC
Dm-I FORGE COGENTiIM

This test succeeds if t
variable specified by the operand has
no instance in'the file, or if thr. upe ran', YEs NO(B 1) NFI
value is zeroi (for a numeric variable)
or blank (for a character variable).

EXAMPLES; If there are no instances I

of AGE in the ile (but
AGE is defined as an
elem-ent of the file), then

empty "AGE" succeeds.

If theru are three instan-
V ces of PROFIT, with

values PROFIT(1)-I F
-1000000, PROFIT(2) = 0,

PROFIT(3) =300009, then

- 3empty "PROFIT (1 1" fail3-; A
empty "PROFIT (2)" succeeds;-
empty 'PROFIT(3)'' fails.

increase /Decreas - This tet succeeds
fif. change in value occu is betw en NO NO(BI) NF 1

successive tests of this operator.

EXAMFLES: If AGE(]) 20, AGE(2) =

20, AGE() = 7, AGE(4)

I

= 17, AGE(5) = 17,

AGE,(6) 28, AGE(7) = 30
theen o

increase AGE(i); testing AGE in
sequence beginnig with AGE(0)j
succeeds for iz6, 7, and fails for

1, 2, 3, 4, 5; AU

decrease AG(i) succeeds for i 3,

and fails for i - 1,2,4,5,a,.7.1

(B3) Available through COBOL procedure.
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GE INFORMATC B NMCSSC SC SC'S U S. ARMY*

IDS MAIRK 11 G IS NIPS TOMS MANAGE RAPID

NO0 NO(FAI YLS(F-l) NO Y 1,S(HI) NO 0 -

No N) YES NO N0 N 0Y E S

(El)1ceca l be abicertained with procesising- request statcments.

(Fl) Two tests are available, onec for absence (no dca), on(, for empty
(zvru or blank).

(HI) Thc operator is FAILS. its oppositc (EXISTIS) is also included in

the language.

-U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC
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2, 112 OPERATORS (Continued) AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC

DM-I FORGE COGENT M

Geographic Sarch - The apability to
locate data elencnt values in geometric NO NO NF
areas bascd on their geographical
coordinates.

EXAMPLES:

ALL CITIES WITHIN 20 MlIL S
OF NEW YORK

ALL SHIPS WITHIN (N36'50',

W75 55%'), (N37'5', W76°20'),

(N36"45, W76 30').

Other - This entry in the survey is for
specifying any DMS relational opera- NO NA NF
tors which do not fit under any of the
other categories.

2. 120 ARITHMETIC EXPRESSIONS

2. 121 OPERANDS

Data Elements (Al) YES YES
Constants (Al) YES YES
Results of Computation (AI) YES YES

I

2.122 OPERATORS

Equality (replacement) (Al) YES YES

+ - Addition and sub raction (Al) YES YES

' / Multiplbcation and division (Al) YES YEll
EXP Exponentiation (Al) YES YES

EXAMPLES

"AGE" = "CURRENT DATE" -

"BIRTH DATE"
"NEW SALARY" = (Z) "OLD

'= ~SALARY" -- -

"GRADE" = "AGE' - J5). 1

(AI) Arithmetic operators to be added in 1969.
(DI) Available through IDS and COBOL.
(D2) Available through COBOL.
(El) Provision is nade for user insertion of any desired operations.
(F1) Available through subroutine linkage.
(F2) CHANGE--either increase or ducr eas', BREAK--similar to chaig",

gives control in reporting on last occurrence of test value.
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G E INFORMA ICS~ IBM NMCSSC SOC 1 SDS S.AM1
IDS MARK a~ GIs NIPS TDMS MANAGE RAI

YES(DI) NO NO(F) YYES(G 1) NO4 NO NO

YES(Dl) NO (F2) (GI1) NO0 N0 N A

YES(D2) YES YES YES YES NO YES
YES(DZ) YES YES YES YES NO YES
YES(D2) YES YES NO(G2) YES NO YES

YES(D2) YES YES (G 2) YES NO0 (J1)
YES(DZ) YES YES (G02) YES NO0 (Jj 
YES(D2) YES YES (G02) YES NO0 (i)
YES(DZ) (El) NO(Fl1) (G2) YES NO (J1)

(GI) Polygon and circle search capabilities.
(G2) Capability in Output Module.

(J I) Available as a subroutine call to FORTRAN library.

[ * U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC
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2, 123 MATHEMATICAL YUNCTIONS AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC

CM-I FORGE COGENTflM

The following niathernat ical functions can
sometimecs be usc'i as operators:

Square root (A]) YES 1C)
Natural logarithm (Al) Y ES (Cl)
Trigoncmietric functions (Al) (BI) (Cl)

- sine
- cosine
- tang ent

- arcsine, arccosine, arctangent

Z. 124 MODE OF CONIPUTATION

This indicates which of the computer hard-
ware arithmretic mrodes are used in ob-
taining computed operands:

Floating point (Al) YES YES
Decimal (character) (Al) NO YES
Integer (fixed point) -(Al) YES YES

aI

(Al) Arithmetic operators to be added in 1969.

(131) Only ARCTAN is available through COBOL,.

ICI) Function of COBOL implementation.

(DI) Available through COBOL.

(El) May bc inserted by user.
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G E INFORMATIS IM NCS SDC SDS U. S. ARMY*

I DS MARK 1Z GIS K~IPS TONS MANAGE RAPID

NO (l OI1 E(I)YS11) N Oi1
NO (El1) NO(Fl1) YES(Gl) YES(lIl) NO NO(JI1)
NO (El ) NO(Fl) YE5(U1) YE-S(Hl) NO NO(J 1)

NO YES NO NO YES NO NO
YE5(DI) YES YES NO NO NO NO
YES(Dl) YES NO YES YES NO Y ES

(Fl) Available through subroutine linkage.

(Gi) Available as a system subroutine.

I (HI) Also absolute value and integer operators.

(Ji) Available as a subroutine call to FORTRAN library.

I*U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC
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2. 130 COMPLEX EXPRESSIONS AUERHACH BURROUGHS CSC
DM-I FORGE COGENT U11

2.131 LOGICAL (BOOLEAN)
CONNECTORS

Logical connectors combine logical ex-
pressions into operational ietrieval state-
ments. There are two binary logical con-
nectors and one unary logical uonnector.

The binary logical connectors are:

AND - $oth lovical expressions must YES YES YES
Ott sdLiafied

OR - Either one of the logical ex- YES YES YES
pressions must be satisfied
(both may be satisfied).

The unary logical connector is:

NOT - The logical expression must YES YES YES
not be satisfied.

2. 132 LEVELS OF NESTING

The nuinber of levels of nesting possibl
through the use of parentheses to nest
two or more logical expressions in order NTL NTL(Bl) (Cl)
to change the implied logic (i, e. , natural
precedence of operators) of the retriew 1

statement.
EXAMPLES:

(Zero level nesting = no nesting):
IF "AGE" LT(4) AND "TrIrLE"
EQ (STAFF) OR "AGE" GTE(25)
OR "SALARY" LT(9000)

(One level of nesting):
IF "AGE" LT(40) AND ("TITLE"
EQ (STAFF Dix "AGE" G'I" ('2
OR "SALARY" LT(9000)

(Two levels of nesting): I
IF "AGE" LT(40) AND (("TITLE" -
EQ (STAFF) OR "AGE" G'1E(25)W"
OR "SALARY" LT(9000)).

(Bi) Object Code cannot exceed 1024 core storage words.

(Cl) Function of COBOL implementation.
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I E TINFORMATICS IBM jNMCSSC SOC SDS U. S- ARMY *

IS MARK IV GIs NIPS -TDMS MANAGE RAPID

YES(Di) YES YES YEFS YES YES YES

YES(DI) NO YES NO(G I YES YES YES

NTL 9 4 8 NT 1, 01

(DI) Available through COBOL.

(G l) The NOT is available at the logical operations level.

* U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC
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I2. 33 COMBINED EXPR~ESSIONS AUERBACH BUROUHS CGCT

The nuniber of simple expressions ta
can be combined in an operational retrie-

Logia Whcthcr there is a limit to the
number of logical expressions which can
be comrbined into a single operational re- NTL NTL1 NTL1
trieval statement, and if so, what the
limit is. The combinations considered
here are those which arc found using the
logical connectors AND, OR, NOT.

Arithmetic - Whether there is a limit to
the number of terms which can be com-
bined into a single computed operand, and AV(F)(Al) NTL(131) NY
if so, what the limit is. The combinations
considered here are those which involve
arithmetic operators (2. 122( only, riot
mathematical functionsb (Z. 123).

EXAMPLE:

Z = (A 4 B/C Q + 10 -D/2)/10 has
eight operations.

-2. 134 MIXED ARITHM ETIC /BOOLEAN
EXPRESSIONS

Whether an operational retrieval statc.-
ment may combine both the arithmetic
and Boolean operators, compute the inter- NO YES YES
mediate results according to the correct
operator precedence relationship, and
successfully combine these rebults to
evaluate the total expression.

2* "DIST" GT SQRT (3* 'AREA"/

GT (100000). ____

(Al) When arithm-etic operators are included.

(B) Object code cannot exceed 1024 core storage words.
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G E INFORMATICS !BM -NMCSSC Slc SDS -US. -ARMY~
I DS MARK IV GIs NIPS TDMS MANAGE RAPID

NTL NTL 253 NTL NIL NTL 100

NTL 1(EI) 253 NTL NTL- 0 NTL

YES(LDI) YES YES NO(Gl) YES NO0 Y ES

(DI Aaiabl troghCOBOL.

(El Reult ofoneoperation may be used in the next operation (i. e.,

(Gl CaabiityinOutput Module.

______________U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC



2. 200 General Language Capabilities

The construction of individual operational retrieval

statenents has already been considered in some detail. The DMS

capabilities referred to in this category arc those which permit the

user to cause actilal retrieval to occur, and to control the resulting

retrieval operations. They consider:

(a) what retrieval operations can do (general)

(b) what control statements can do within retrievalspecifications-

(c) capabilities for using extra-DMS facilities

within a retrieval specification
(d) capabilities of retrieval specification which

are important during output presentation of
data from files.

2.210 General Retrieval

The general retrieval capabilities of a DM5

are those which are implicitly rather than explicitly specified by

the syntax and semantics of the DMS retrieval language, and which

therefore can provide the user of a DMS with powerful retrieval

:= capabilities whose existence might not be immediately evident.

Th2. category considers the following topics:

(a) the sources of data elements used as operands
in logical expressions TM

(b) the destinations of such data elements

(c) the sources of user requests for retrieval
of such data. elements.

2. 220 Procedural Language

This indicates the capabilities which are

available, using control retrieval statements, to affect the flow of

processing through the retrieval statements of a retrieval specification.
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A

The individual statements of a retrieval specification do not neces-

sarily have to be executed sequentially; rather, the execution se-

quence can be made to depend on requirements for efficiency in the

construction of retrieval specificationis, or on the nature of the data

being retrieved. Thus, considerable flexibility and sophistication

-Acan be achieved in the retrieval process.

2. 230 Language Interface

F This indicates the capability tt; use a control

retrieval statement to specify processing of a retrieval specification I
in another form or "language." In this case the control statement

is embedded utilizing facilities beyond those normally considered _

to be part of a DMS. Twu specific capabilities arc considered:

(a) the use of retrieval statements written in a
language other than that of the DMS

(b) the execution of library subroutines

2. 240 Other Language Capabilities

This deals with the specification of a number of

control retrieval statements which allow the DMS user to produce

or create data values and retrieval specifications at one point in a
sequence of data nanagenent operations, and then to make further

use of them at a later timre (e. g. , when output presentations are

made). This category considers the following topics:

(a) temporary storage of retrieved data

(b) creation of prestored retrieval specifications

(c) modification of prestored retrieval specifications

(d) parameterined execution of prestored retrieval .

~specif ications
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2.210 GENERAL RETRIEVAL AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC

CAPABILITIES DM-I FORGE COGENT m

Retrieve Elements - Whether a system
has the capability to extract (retrieve) any
data ele-nent value from any group in- YES NO(Bl) YES
stance, master or repeating, in the file
independently of the particular level at
which it resides,

Search Elements - Whether a system

provides the capability of extracting value YYES NO(B1) YES
for those data elements used as operands
in the logical or arithmetic expressions
within retrieval statements.

Non-Search Elements - Whether a system () Y
provides the capability of extracting
values for data elements other than those O
used as operands in logical expressions;

in other words, the ability to extract agroup instance or entry based (,n a pay- i-l

ticular data element value.

Simultaneous Retrievals - Whether the

systm prvide thecapability of reti ecv-
ing data from two or more files with the AV(F) NO(BI) YES
sarme logical format or files with some
common data elemnents within the same
computer run.

iS2 eii. Grou Instance - Whether the
Aet, na- specify an order2a instance of AV( NO(BJ) N O

a renea)to I group he wished to extract.

EXAMPLES:

Retrieve specified instance of the
group DEPENDENT()

1Letrieve specified instance of the
group DEPENDENT(LAST)

(51) Available through COBOL procedure.
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G E VNORMATICS IBM NMCSSC SDC SOS U. S. ARMY*
IDS MARK T9 G6I NIPS TOMS MANAGE RAPID

YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

YES ES ES YS YS YE YE

YES YES YES YES Y ES YES YES

Y -S(D 1) YES(El) YES NO YES NO NO

YES YES YES YES YES(Hl) NO0 NO

(DI) Available through IDS and COBOL.

(El) Maximum of four.

(HI) The order must be dependent on values for specified elements and
not dependent on order in storage.

*U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELO-PFD BY CDC
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Z.I10 GENERAL RETRIEVAL AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC
CAPABILITIES (Cuntinued) OM- I FORGE COGENT I

TemporarLyFile - A temporary file for
additional processing is a file which is a
subset of and has the same logical organi- YES NO(BI) YES
zation as the file from which it was pro-
duced, This temrporary file may be used
as an input file in another statement or
output presentation.

Number of Batched Queries - The cap,-
bility of processing more than o- re-
trieval specification (query) in a dingle NO NA NF
pass of the file. The object is to amor-
tize file search time across a number of
queries.

Indirect Query - A process in which
retrieved data element values from one or
more logical expressions can be applied YES NO NF
as literal input values in another logical
expression of the same operational re-
trieval statement.

2. ZZ0 PROCEDURAL LANGUAGE

Repetitive (e. g., DO Statement) - Whethe
a system provides a direct looping logic NA(Al) YES NO
capability such that retrieval statements
may be executed a user specified number
of times.

Any Execution Sequence - Implies '.he
capability to execute any sequence of re-
trieval statements not necessarily in NA(Al) YES YES(C1)

- serial order, i. e. , allowing unconditional
branching (e. g. GO TO statement).

(Al) Function of procedural language (e.g., COBOL), not of DM-
language.

(B1) Available through COBOL procedure.
(C1) Control cannot bt passed (i.e. , by GO TO) out of subfunction level.
(DI) Available through IDS and COBOL.
(El) Limited by memory size and complexity of queries.
(FI) Requires user intervention to combine individual logic statements

into single subprocedures.
(GI) QDF (Qualified Data File).
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2. 220 PROCEDURAL LANGUAGE AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC
(Continued) DM-I FORGE COGENTIII

Conditional Execution (e. g. , IF Statement
In some circumstances, the. user may
want certain retrieval statements to be NA(AI) YES (C1)
executed only under a specific condition.

EXAMPLE:

BEGIN IF "AGE" GTE (30)
GO TO A.
1=1+1

:~ I4

GO TO BEGIN.
A IF "TITLE" EQ (STAFF)

etc.

-- 2.230 LANGUAGE INTERFACE

Other System Processors - Allows the
user to directly call on another system
processor and use its language to query a (B1) (C2)
file in the physical logical format estab-

-- lished by the DMS. The specific languages
considered are:

- Assembly Language Y ES(A2)
- PL/I Y ES(A2)
- COBOL -, ES(A2)
- FORTRAN NO
- ALGOL NO
- JOVIAL NO

Library Subroutine Link- - Whether the

system provides the capability of calling YES YES YES
a subroutine from either the DMS or

-: operating system library as part of the
retrieval specification.

(Al) Function of procedural language (e.g., COBOL), not of DM-I
language. z

(AZ) Achieved in processing programs written in PL/I, COBOL, or BAL
by special interface with DM-I language

Bl) FORTRAN and COBOL.
(CI) Control cannot be passed (i. e, by GO TO) out of subfunction level.
(CZ) If available with tle operating system under which COGENT III is

run.
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GE JINFORMATICS IBM NMCSSC SDC SOS US. ARMY*
OS jMARK IV GIS NIPS TDMS MANAGE RAPID

*YES(DI) NY YES NO NO(Hl) NO YES

(El1) No(I'1 ) NO (H]) NO NO

YES
NO

YES(Dl)
NO
NO
NO

NA YES YES YES(Gi) I) NO YES-

I(1) 1 Available through IDS and COBOL.
(El) Capability is provided to use routines written in any language which

fits in the IBM operating systemi.
(F I GIS files are processable by BAL, COBOL, and PL," tograrms,

assuming reasonable care in file definition.

(G I) Geographical operators.
0111) Available by writing a JOVIAL *procedure.

U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELUGFED BY CDC
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Z.240 A.NCILLARY LANGUAGE AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC
CAPABIITIES DM-I FORGE COGENT M

T oraLy_ HoldFie - A temporary hold=
file is a file of data values retrieved from
the system file which is not in the same YES NO(BI) YES
logical or physical structure, as the sys-
tern file, A primary use of a "hold" file
is to produce additional copies of previous
outputs or reports,

Prestore Queries - Allows the user to
store a query on a system library and
call the query at execution time. This AVI) N00B1) YES
capability is especially useful for Ire-

quent.ly run queries.

Modify Prestored Queries

Stored Library Form - Allows the user
- to change the source form of the query AV (I) NO NY

as it is stored on the library, This is
a permanent change.

Temp_ary Modification (1 Run)_-
Allows the user to change the prestored AV(F) NO NF
query at execution time; the query as
it is on the library is unchanged.

Pararneterized Queries - in smve systelns

it is possible to store skeletal queries on
a library; the operands, output, and so't AV(,') NO(B1) YESstatements, for example, may be omitted.
This capability permits the user to varythese para nm eters at VXe.kti nj 1.1iM -d4L- -
pending on the specific query to be execu-
ted.

(B) Available through COBOL procedure.

(DI) Available through IDS, COBOL, and FILE MANAGER.
(D2) Available through IDS, COBOI, and LIBRARIAN.
(D3) Available through IDS and COBOL,.
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G E INFORMAT ICS IBM NMCSSC SDC SOS US.ARMY*

IDS MARK 3Y GIs NIPS TDMS MANAGE RAPID

IYES(Dl) YES YES (GI1) NO NO0 YES

YES(DZ) YES YES YES YZS NO0 YES

NO YES YFES NO(GZ) YES NO YES

YES(D3) NO YES(F2) NO(r. 2) YES NO0 YES

I(Fl) If modification of the query is planned, parameters can be accessed
at execution timie.

(FZ) Can pararmeterize qualification values, but riot statements (i.e.
SORT) or operators.

(GI) QDF (Qualified Data File).
(G 2) Capabilities will not be available in Phase I; they are planned for

Phas IT. *U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDCJ
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3.000 MAINTENANCE I
File mainte,1ance is the process by which new files can be

added to the DMS data base and already existing files changed

physically or logically. It includes:

(a) File generation (the initial step in the cycle), which con-
sists of two processes: describing the logical format
of the file and mapping the input data into this format;

(b) File updating, the process of changing data in a file
already in existence, a process that affects the physi-
cal structure or content of the file onlji and

(c) File creation, the process of creating a new system I
file from a previously generated system file, a process
that may change both t'he logical and physical structure
of the file.

The data used to maintain a file are referred to as source

data, or transaction data, and may be either structured or unstruc-

tured. Structured data have a format that can be defined (by a format

table which specifies which fields correspond to the defined data

elements). An example of unstructured data is a transaction that

includes both the name of the data element and its corresponding

value, and which therefore requires no format table.

Transaction data media may be cards, magnetic tape, direct-

access devices, typewriters, remote consoles, etc. The process of

mapping transaction data from medium to file can be provided with

varying degrees of flexibility. In sonme systems, this mapping is

under complete control of the DMS, while in others the user has

extensive capa ilities. In the systems where the user has some

control, the control is generally exercised by procedural types of

statements. These are similar to compiler statements in that the

user can specify what is to be done for each particular case. The

basic capabilities include:

(a) comparisons of values
(b) addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of values
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(c) looping logic
(d) error conditions and actions
(e) replacing one value with another.

Since not all transaction data are in a form that is suitable

for the file, must systems provide the user with some data valida-

-tion and editing capabilities. Validation is the process of checking

the contents of data, e. g. , a check for only numeric characters in

a social security number. Editing is the process of changing the

form of the data, e.g., eliminating the hyphens in the social security

number.

File generation and updating are reasonably straightforward.

File creation, on the other hand, is more conplex. File creation

is the process of restructuring the file logically as well as physically.

...... I)uring file creation at least two file formats are required, one for

the old (source) file and one for the new file which i's to be created.

The transaction data and the data from the old file are selectively

-mapped into the new file based upon the user-specified procedure -

statements.

3. 100 General Capability

This is the general capability that the system provides

for making changes to already existing files. This is the process in

which transactions are applied to the files in the manner dictated by

the user-specified procedures.

3. 110 Multi-File

Multi-file operations involve more than one

file of a particular type. The files may have different physical and

logical formats. The two basic multi-file operations are:

(a) one source file, several destination files

(b) several source files, one destination file.
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3. 120 On-Line Maintenancei I
On-line maintenance is the entering of trans-~action dat ., procedure statements, data validation, and editing con-

ditions from an on-line device at the time of the maintenance run.

t

II 3. 130 Logical Maintenance

Logical maintenance activity is conditional

execution of maintenance functions based on logical (Boolean) criteria.
The logical maintenance capabilities included are:

(a) temporarily overriding defined attributes
of data

(b) simultaneous revision of many instances ofa data element

(c) arithmetic operations as data-value revision I
operators.

I
3. 140 Arithmetic Maintenance I

Arithmetic maintenance capabilities are those t.
provided for the addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, expo-
nentiation, square root, trigonometric functions, etc., of data ele-

ment values, constants, and literals. The topics considered here

are the following;

F (a) the use of literals in arithmetic operations

(b) the use of data element values in arithmetic
computation of the values of other data elements

F (c) the specific arithmetic operators which are
available.
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3. 150 Spcific_ Capabilities

The specific capabilities considered here are

those which can be thought of as maintenance itn the large, as opposed

to the tactical capabilities described above, These include the

followi1ag:

(a) data file modification, deletion, addition
of entries

(b) multiple simultaneous data-file operations

(c) aggregation of batched data-fiie operation
requzsts for later execution

(d) data-directed spocifica~ions for data-file
op!.rat'ons

(e) accumulation of histories of data-file operation
. . . . .* s ..

3. 160 Accessibility and Modification of File Main-
tenance Procedures

File maintenance procedures may be used

frequently and must be modified from time to time because of chang-

Ing update requirements or changing transaction data formats. This

capability is analogous to that described 4bove in 2. 240. It includes

the following features:

(a) creation and storage of file-maintenance
procedures

(b) modification of file-maintenance procedures

(c) parameterized execution of file-maintenance
- procedures.
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3. 170 Error Procedures

The flexibility provided to the user in aeter-

mining the procedures to be followed when error conditions are en-

countered includes:

(a) pre-set user specification of error procedures

(b) dynamic (conversational) user specification of
error procedures

(c) capability to retrieve all erroneous . records
as an entity, such retrieval being r pre-
determined or dynamically determined.

I9I
t
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3. 110 MULTI-FILE AUERBACH BURROUGH4S CSCC
IiDM-I FORGE COGENTM

UpdateSeveral Files -One LLansaction file
can be used to Wpiate more than one dlata AV(F)(Al) YES(B1) YES
file during one update job. Simultaneously
means that there is only one pass of the
transaction tile and each syritem t-ile dur-
ing the job.

Use, Severalrzansaction Files - Two or

mref input tra-nsaction files cant 'rpdate a V()A OB) YES
-single-system. data file withoat requiring

-either a second pass of the data file or pr,

It

viou merging of the input transaction

files. .

.3.12 ON-LINE MAINTENANCE

Whether the user can gpecify whether to,
and how to, perform maintenance opera- V(F)(Al) NO(BZ) YES
tions by using an on-line (conversatisnal)n F
communication device,

3.130 LOGICAL MA;NTENANCE

Override Data Definition - The capability
to nullify the previously established data-
validation conditions or the data definition. AV(F)(AI) NO(BZ) YES
(Data definition usually occur s at file-
generation time:, it is the specification of
the data element name, the number of
characters in its value, the types of

validity checking which the value must
undergo, etc.)

(Al) Capability to be available by 3rd quarter 1969. Meanwhile
available through programs written in P/I, COBOL, or BAL.

(Bl) Capability can be added to File Maintenance programs.
(BZ) Available through COBOL, procedure.

(Do Aalabl e hrously IDSansd OBOL.
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GE INFORMATICS IBM NMCSSC SDC SDS U S. ARMY*

IDS MARK UrJ GIS NIPS TDMS MANAGE RAPID

YES(Dl) NY YES(Fl1) NO(Gl) NO NO NO(Jl1)

YES(Dl) YES YES(Fl) YES YES NO NO(JI)

NO NO YES(F2) NO(GI) YES NO NO(JI)

NO NO YES YES YES NO NO(Jl) a

(FI)Modfy ode nly Chngesto odiicaion f eistng feld (i e.
no nw sgmens o reords. U to 6 fles incudig boh tans

(Fl) MoSyse prmeroly. Cnesie o bacodifiation. xsigfed i .

(G)Available in Phase Il.

(JRAPID uses a special- language maintenance program.
USARYSYSTEM DEVELOPED BY COC I
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3.130 LOGICAL MAINTENANCE AUERBACH BURROUGHS' CSC

(Cntnud)DM-I FORGE COGENT M

Revise All Instances - Whether the user
can specify how-to revise all occurrences
of a specific data element in a file based A(F)(AI) NO(B1) YES

upon a specified condition; e. g. , for all
cities with a population less than 500,
replace CITY with the word TOWN.

Perform Arithmetic Function - Whether
- arithmetic operations can be performed on

all instances of a data element in a file V(F)(AI) NO(B1) YES

that meet a user-specified condition; e. g.,
for cities with population of greater than
475, 000 add 2-5, 000 to the population.

3. 140 ARITHMETIC MAINTENANCE|

i- _Literals - This is the use of a literal in a

..... maintenance procedure statement; e. g.,
Sadd (100, 000) to population where 100, 000AV )(1 YS YS
iis a literal and population is a data

elerment name (which has a value in a
specific instance).

Compute New .Data Value - The capability|--
to c orrpute a new data value from other
data values; e. g.., compute state popula- A() N(I E
tion by adding the populations of all cities[

in the state.

SArithmetic Operators - The ability to use
:the arithmetic operators =,+ ,/EXP, NF YES YES

= ..: in maintenance transactions,

-

(AI Capability to be available by 3rd quarter 1969. Meanwhile,
available through programs written in PL/, COBOL, or BAL.

(B) Availab e through COBOL procedurelt 0
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GE INFORMATICS IBM NMCSSC SOC SOS U. S. ARMY~

I DS MARK 1Z GIS NIPS TDMS MANAGE RAPID

YES(Dl) YES YES YES YES NO NO(JI)

YES(DI) Y ES YES YES YES NO0 NO(JI1)

YES(D1) YES YES YES YES YES NO(Jl1)

IYES(DI I YES YES YES YES NO NO(JI1)

YES(Dl) YES YES YES Y ES NO(J1)

IL

(DI) Available through IDS arnd COBOL.

(Ji) RAPID uses a special -language maintenance program.

*U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC
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3. 150 SPE(:IFIC CAPABILITIES AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC

DM-I FORGE COGENT MJ
Add - The addition of physical values, sets

f ovalues, or entries to a file that has pre- YES ENTRY YES
viousiy defined their logical counterparts ONLY
of data element, group, or logical entry.

Delete - The delhtion of physical values,
sets of values, or entries to a file that has YES ENTRY YES
previously defined their logical counter- ONLY
parts of data element, group, or logical
entry.

Modify - The modification of physical YES YES YES
values, sets of values, or entries to a file
that has previously defined their logical
counterparts of data element, group, or
logical entry.

Hold and Batch - The ability to aggregatei ... ...... AV(F)(Al) AV(O) YES
update transactions for a different main-
tenance run.

Data Directed - Whether both the name of
_ the data element and its corresponding AV(F)(Al YES YES

value can appear on the update transaction,
thus eliminating any transaction format
table.

List Changes - Whether a listing indicating
all additions, deletions, and modifications A ( YEAV(F!(A1) YES YES
made to a file duy ing a maintenance run
can be produced either autoinatically or
upon user request.

(Al) Capability to be available by 3rd quarter 1969. Meanwhile,
available through programs written in PL/I, COBOL, or BAL.
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G E INFORMATICS IBM NMCSSC SDC SOS U. S. ARMY*

IDS MARK IY G IS NIPS TDMS MANAGE RAPID

YES YES YES YES YES ENTRY NO(J 1)
ON LY

YES YES YES YES YES EN TR Y NO(JI1)
ON LY

YES YES YES YES YES DAT A
1:LEM-ENT I

ON LY

YES(Dl) YES YES(F 1) NO YES YES(Il) NO

YSD) NO0 NO YES YES YES NO

YES(Dl) YES YES YES NO YES YES

(DI) Available through IDS and COBOL.
(Fl) Transaction batching can be accomplished with a prestored updateI procedure. Each set of transactions will cause an independent

execution of this procedure.
(11) Limited to card decks or- card image tape file.j(31) RAPID usete a spec ial -language maintenance program.

r * U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC
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3, 150 SPECIFIC CAPABILITIES AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC
(Cntnud)DM-I FORGE COGENTfM

Query While Updating - Whether the sys-
tern permits two independent accesses to
the same file at the same timev (not neces- jl N( ) N
sarily siinutaneouslyl; e.g., if User A isN

iP

updating a file, whether it is possible for
User B to query the same file at the same
time. In such a situation, User B might
not retrieve the most current information
because the update may not be completed.
Sometim-es it is important to obtain an
answer even if it is not the most current
one.

3. 160 ACCESSIBILITY AND MODIFICA-
TION OF FILE MAINTENANCE
PROCEDURES

Prestore - Procedures for file mainten-
-- ance may be lengthy and used quite fre-

quently. Some DMS's provide for storing
of these procedures in the source form,
while others provide for the storage in the
object form, usually on a system library.
Procedures stored in the source form
must be compiled each time they are exe-
cuted (unless they are executed interpre-
tively), but are easy to change either per
manently or temporarily. Object-form
storage eliminates the compile process at
each execution, but any required changes
are considerably more difficult.

(Al) The data base is divided into update units. Any number of queries
can use the same update unit, but an update run has exclusive
access to an update unit until the update unit is released.

(AZ) Capability to be available by 3rd quarter 1969. Meanwhile,
available through programs written in PL/I, COBOL, or BAL.

(BI) Available through COBOLprocedure.
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GE JINFORMATICS IBM NMCSSC SDC SDS U. S. ARMY*
IDS MARK 1Y GIS NIPS TDMS MANAGE RAPID

YES(DI) YES NO NO NO NO YES

YES(Z) ES YS YS YE YE YE

(Dl)Avaiablethrogh IS an OS
(DZ)Avaiablethrugh IBRAIAN

U.S-ARMYSYSTM DVELOED B CD
99I



£ 3. 160 ACCESSIBILITY AND MODIFICA- AUERB ACHI , BURROUGHS . SC
TION OF FILE MAINTENANCE DM-I FORGE COGENT M
PROCEDURES (Guntinued) -

Modify - The capability to change pro-
stored maintenance procedures, either
permanently or temporarily:

- Stored Library Form - The procedure
as stored on the library is modified and NO NO YES
the change is permanent.

- Temporary (IRun) - This modification
is made at run time and is effective AV(F)(AI) NO YES
only for the current run,

Parameterize - Whether pararm terized
procedures can be prebtored and the AV(F)(AI) YES YES
parameters entered at execution time.

3.170 MAINTENANCE ERROR PRO-
CEDURES

User Specification - Whether the user can
specify what actions are to occur (termi-
nate run, print error comment, etc. ) if
there are errors in the transaction data,

..... procedure statements, etc.

On-Line Correction - Whether the user
can correct any data element value errors NF NO(Bl) YES
on-line during the execution of the main-
tenance run.

Print Error Records - Whether the user
can request that a summary of all AVfF)(AI) NO YES
designated error records be provided at
the completion of the maintenance run.

(AI) Capability to be available by 3rd quarter 1969. Meanwhile,
available through programs written in PL/I, COBOL, or BAL.

(BI) Available through COBOL procedure.
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GE__ INFORMATICS IBM NMCSSC SOC SDS U S. ARMY*

-1 DS MARK IV GI NiPS TOMS MAAE RAPID

t

YES(DI) YES YES YES YES YES NOj.

NO YES N 0 YES YES NO NO

YES(DI1) NO0 NO0 YES YES NO0 NO

YES YES YES Y ES NO0 NO NO0

(DZ) NO0 NO0 NO(Gl) YES NO0 NO0

YES(D3) YEFS YES YES YES NO0 NO0

(DI) Available through LIBRARIAN.
(D2) Available through IDS and COBOL.
(D3) Available through COBOL.

(G) Available in Phase Il.

* U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY~ CDC
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3. 200 Input ProcesEing/Data Validation

One of the major problems in maintaining data bases

is the quality and validity of data. Many systems muat depend on

preprocessors because o.f lack. of data-validation procedures..

3. 210 Gc r-rai Data Validation

These are the capabilities which are provided

for ensuring that th transaction da.ta are in the correct form to be

entered into the system. At the time that a data bane is defined the

user can specify the typt-s of validation which are to be performed

on each data elermient, and the user can also specify data values
_ ...... against whic6h data ete:ring the ystem can later be compared. At. .... _

data-transaction time the DMS compares each entering data value

against the pre-defized validation criteria, and accepts only those

U f- entering data values which satisfy the criteria. The user can usually

- modify the criteria, either permanently or temporarily, at times

other than data-base definition time. The different types of validation

I which a DMS may provide are described here.

3. 220 InputEdit

- These indicate whether the system can change

the form of transaction input data values prior to inserting thcm in

the file. Again, the user can define the desired editing at the time

- th, data base is being defined, and can usually modify the editing

specifications at later times. Editing specification consists of the

specification of the general type of editing as well as specification of

literal values to be used in the editing operatioi. The general types

of editing which a DMS may provide are de -ribed here.
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3.210 GENERAL VALIDATION AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC

OM-I FORGE COGENT I

Minimum/Maximum - A check applied to
numerical data values to ensure that the
input data value is either greater than a V(F)(Al) NO(BI) YES

user-specified value or that it is less than
another user-specified value; c. g., popu-
lation greater than 500.

Range - A check applied to numerical data
values to ensure that the input data value
lies within two given values. The linitI values may be either exclusive or inclu- AV(F)(Al NO(BI) YES

sive. For example, population greater

than 10, 000, but less than 25, 000.

Specific Characters - A check applied to
specific characters of a data value; e.g.,
numeric elements could be validated to AV(F)(Al) NO(B1) YES
ensure that there are no alpha or special
characters or alpha elements could be [ -

. -- validated to ensure no numeric characters.
The population 5R6 is invalid.

Sequence or Identification - Some DMS's
require that the input transaction data be
sequenced in a specific order. Failure to
so sequence the data results in a terrin- AV(F)(Al) YES YES

tion of the maintenance run or an invalidmaintenance run. Such sequence checks

may reveal that transactions are out of
sequence or missing, or that the entire
transaction file is invalid.

- Cross Comparison - The ability to accept
valui Uv vile udaL elL. LLti, a ,, itpuL YES
transaction based upon the specific value AVF)(AtY
of another data element in the transaction.

(Al) Capability to be available by 3rd quarter 1969. Meanwhile,
available through programs written in PL/I, COBOL, or BAL.

(BI Available through COBOL procedure.
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GE 1INFORMA1TCS IBM NMCSSC SDC SOS US ' ARMY*
I DS MARK I GIS NIPS TDMS MANAGE RAPID

NO YES YES(FI) YES YES NO (J1)

I ..
YES(DI) YES YES(FZ) YES YES NO (Jl)

I

f (D1) YES YES YES YES NO NOI
NO YES YES YES NO YES (J 1)I

I
I

C

NO YES YES(F3) YES NO NO (J)

FL

(DI) Where data declaration of master selection or duplicate detailcriteria are applied,

(FI) Using RANGE statement and system upper- and lower-limit values.
(F2) Multiple ranges are permitted.
(F3) Using specific logic statements to perform a comparison.

(JI) RAPID uses a special-language maintenance program,., *U.S ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED ByCD
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3 .Z10 GENERAL VALIDAIioN AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC

(Continued) DM-I FORGE COGENTJH

General Format - The systen accepts or
rejects a transaction based upon the AV(F)(Al) YES YES
validity of the predefined format of that
transaction; e.g. , all-numeric fields or
70-character records.

3.220 EDIT SPECIFICATIONS

Modify Data Element Size - Whether the
system provides the capability to add or
delete characters from the input data AV(F) NO YES
value; e. g. , deletion of the abbreviation
CO. from the input data value CALHOUN

:- CO.

- Automatic Truncation or Padding - Whethei
-- the system can truncate or pad the input YES YES YES

data values with zeros, blanks, etc.;e.g., pad 11673 to become 00011673 or
truncate 3. 1414 to 3. 14.

Add Information - Whether input data ele- 4
ment values can be augmented with other AV(F) NO YES
data; e. g. , add N to the input data value
LATITUDE 443 20, yielding N43 20.

Decode - Whether the system can decode
input data values into natural formats; NF NO(BJ) YES
e.g., US becomes UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA.

Encode - Whether the system can encodeinput data element values (the converse of NI NO(hi) YES S

the above); e.g., UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA becomes US.

(Al) Capability to be available by 3rd quarter 1969. Meanwhile,

-- available through programs written in PL/I, COBOL, or BAL.
(BI) Available through COBOL procedure.
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IGE 4NFOATIC1S IBM NMCSSCT SDC ISOS U .A~Y
O s AK GIs Nips TOMS 1--MANAGE RAPID

INO YES YES YES YES YES (]

INO YES YES(f'I) YES YES(Hl) NO (1

t(DI) YES YES YES YES(H) NO (1

NO0 NO0 YES(F2) YES YES(H1) NO (1

INO (El1) YES YES YES NO (1

N 0O (El1) YES YES: YES(HI) NO (i

(D)AalbetruhCBL

(Dl) Available thrug Cnadtonao o otebsc AKI ytm
(El) Avilablroedas langdiioale opioe. tob the vbai MONARKAIONse.
(F2) Can only be performed uising edit subroutine.
(Hi1) Accomplished via a generalized system preprocessor.
(J1) RAPID uses a spec ial- language maintenance prograrm.

*U.S ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC



3. 300 File Generation

File generation is the capability to define a logical

file organization and to map the input transaction data into a physical

file with the specified logical organization. This is the process by

which a file and its data element values are entered into the system.

3. 310 Intra-System

This is the capability that the system provides

for accepting transaction data which have been generated by various

other system software processors (within the same operating sys- |

tern) and which have been stored on various physical media. The

S_: 5-entries indicate whether the system can use files generated in

...------- OBOL, ALGOL, PL/I, FORTRAN, etc., as transaction data,

_ on what media these files can be stored (tape, disc, etc. ), and

whether transaction data can be accepted on-line from a remote

console.
.f

3. 320 Inter-System

This is the capability that the system provides

for accepting transaction dtta files generated on other computers or

--under different operating systems. Such files are referred to as

foreign files. The entries indicate whether the system can use

foreign files at all, and, if so, on what media these files can be

stored (tape, disc, etc.).

3. 330 Physical Format of Data to be Generated

This indicates whether the system allows the

format of input data to be:

(a) the same for all data

- (b) one of several formats for each data file

(c) self-defined at data input time.
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3. 340 Transformation Control of Input Data

This is the capability that the system provides I
for controlling the mapping of data from the input transaction to the

file being generated. This can be a physical characteristic which

indicates the end of a repeating group, entry or transaction.

F 
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3. 310 INTRA-SYSTEM AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC

OM-I FORGE COGENT ICE

Physical Media - These are the system
input devices from which the DMS can NA(AJ)
accept transaction data.

- Cards YES YES
- Disc YES YES
- Mag Tape YES YES
- Other PAPER N O

TAPE
Remote Devices -This indicates whether
t e DMS can accept transaction data from NA(A1) YES YES
remote devices.

Other System Processors - These indicate
whether the DMS can accept transaction
files produced by other system processors V(F)(A2) (BI) YES(Cl)
within the operating system under which
the DMS operates.

- - _ COBOL 4
FORTRAN

- PL/I
- ALGOL
- Other

3.320 INTER-SYSTEM

Foreign Files NO YES YES
Physical Media NA(Al)
- Mag Tape YES YES
- Disc Packs NO YES
- Other NO YES

(Al) DM-1 is indifferent to input source.
* (A2) Capability to be available by 3rd quarter 1969. Meanwhile,

available through programs written in PL/I, COBOL, or BAL.
(13) COBOL, FORTRAN, ALGOL.
(CI) If the files are processable by COBOL.
(Dl) Available through COBOL and FILE MANAGER.
(D2) Available through TERMINAL SUPERVISOR.
(D3) Assembly language.
(El) If physical device is compatible with the IBM 360.
(Fl) Actual input assumes file organizations which can be described to

GIS. Not all PL/I and FORTRAN formats can be so described.
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GE INFORMATICS I BM NMi.SSC SOC SDS U. S. ARMY*

IODS MARK 17 G IS NIPS TDMS MANAGE RAPID

YEStDI) YES YES YES YES YES YES
YE E E ES YS N E

YESl YES YES YES YES YES YES

YES(Dl) DRUM NA LIM(O) NO NO NO

YES(D2) NO YES NO(Gl) YES NO NO I

(G2) YES(Il)

YES YES YES(1Hl) YES
NO YES(Fl) YES(Hl) YES

NO YES(Fl) YES(HI) NO
NO YES(FI1) YES(Hl) YES

-YES(D3) NA YES(H I NO

NO YES(EI) NO(F2) (02) YES(HZ) YES(Il) YES

YES(D.) YES(El) NO(F2) (G?) YES(l-l2) YES(il) YES
YES(DI) YESI(.E) NO(FZ) (G 2) 'iE H z) N'O YES

YES(DI) YES(EI) NO(FZ) (62) YES(H2) NO0 NO0

(F 2) If OS/360 and G15 file descriptions can handle the organization of
the data, then the system can process it.

(GI) Available in Phase 11.
(G-,, Limited only by the capability to describe the files in thle Trans-

action Descriptor Deck (TUD).
(HI) Any processor that can produce character-type records.
(H2) Accomplished by a generalized systemn processor.
(11) Any fixed-formatted BCD tape file (72911 or IV).

*U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC
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3. 330 PHYSICAL FORMAT OF TRlE AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC
INPUT DATA TO BE OM-I FORGE COGENT]I M
GENERATED

Specific Format - An explicit one-to-one
correspondence between the physical
sequence of the input data and the logical AV(F)(Al) NO NF
organization of the file to be generated;
e.g. ,the physical sequential organization
(see 1. 220) uf hivrarchical files on ay
netic tap(,. This limiit6 the flexibility for
formatting the input data.

Several Formats - Whether the system
allows different physical formats for the V(F)(Al) YES N
input transaction data during filec genera-
tion.,

Any ormat - Whether the input data mayi
be in any physical format that can be de-
fined to the DMS. This format need not AV(E)(Al) YES NF

-- be in direct one-to-one correspondence
with the logical organization of the files
to be generated.

(Al)Capbilty o b avalabe b 3r qurter196. Manwile

(lCaaiiobeavailable byog porm 3rdiater 19 9 MeanwhiO, oBLe .
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G E INFORMATICS IBM NMCSSC SOC SDS U. S. ARMY* L
IDS MARK Ur G IS NIPS TDMS MANAGE RAPID

NO NO NO NO NO NO NO W

YES YES YES YES YES(11 YES YES L
YES YES(EI) YES NO0 YES(HI) (II) YES '

_7I

foratsorprocessing definitions.

(H)Accomplished by a generalized system processor.

(H) Anyformat that can be defined using cards /card image.

U.S ARMY SYSTE~M DEVELOPED BY CDC]
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3.4 RNFRAINCNRO URAHBROGS S

3. 40 RANFORATON ONTOL UER-C FORRGES CENC

Embedded Control F jelds - A standard
control field applicable to all trans-
actions (in all applications); e. g. , the AVI(F)(AI) YES 14F
word END in a transaction would always
be interpreted by the system as the end of
that trionmaction.

f-eia haracter(*t - The termination
symbol. might be one or a series of AV(F)hAI) NONF
special characters; e. g.,& -I-++, etc.

PhysicalMcdiia - A termination symbol
indepedn The actual transaction data
that is hardware detectable; e.. record- A(~~~j ' S N
ing gap, end-of-file mark.I

Input Data - Thizi in a user-specified
termination symbol win~ch appears ;n the AV(Y)(Allj YES NF

- iput transaction data, and which may i
invoke a special translation procedure.

(Al) Capability to bt- available by 3rd quarter 1 969. Meanwhilu.
availablv through prog;ramb written in PL/l, COBOL, or BA L.
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6 E INFORMATICS IBM NMCSSC SDC HIS U. S. ARMY*

I IDS, MARK 17 GIs NIPS TOMS MANAGE RAPID

YE(I E F) YS YSI1) N E

YES(Dl1) YES (Fl1) YES YES(!-Il) NO0 YES.

YFES(DJ) YES (F 1 NO Y.ES(E{1) YFES YES

YLES(Dl) YES,'(E1) ir(l) YES YES(l-I1) 'YES NO

(DI) Available through COBOL,

(El) C~ontrol information in the record identifies one of several record
formats or proccesing definitionb.

(Fl) G15 file genkeration it; perfoirmed by descihbing the #-ourcc data as
a C15 Alie, and then reformiatting if rcquir-v.d.

izedJ Accmpije by a g.nr1l ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDCI



3. 400 File Creation

File creation is the process by which a new file is

created from one or more already existing system files. The

created file may have a different logical and physical structure.

Files may be restructured to eliminate or add data elements, to

redcfine the size of data elements, to reorder groups and instances

of groups, to repack data, to subset the file for another user, etc.

3.410 Sp-cific Capabilities

Whenever a new file is created from another,

data element values must be transferred from file to file. The data

elements to be transferred can be selected on a conditional basis,

and their values can be validated and edited as in 3. 210 and 3.220

-t above. Data definitions can also be temporarily overridden, as in

3. 130 above.

3.420 System Files

This is the general capability to create a new

system file from an old. A new file can be created by restructuring

an old file logically or physically, by sorting the entries or sub-

entries of an old file, by merging several old files together, or by

taking a subset of an old file.

3,430 Data Preparation- -Inter- /Intra-Sygtem

This is the capability that the DMS provides

for preparing data files which can later be processed by other DMS's

or by other subprocessors of the generating DMS. These prepared

data files can be characterized in terms of their logical and physical

formats, of the storage media on which they reside, and of the sys-

tern processors or subprocessors for which they have been prepared.
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ii 3.410 SPECIFIC CAPABILITIES AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC f

DM-I FORGE COGENT Tl

i Conditional Selection - The capability to
select desired data elements from a YES NO(Bl) YES
source file(s) for a newly created file
based on a logical criteria,

Validity Checking (see 3. 200) - These are
the same as those in 3. 200, but apply to

both transaction data and the data elements

in the source file.

Override Data Definition - Whether the
system permits the user to nullify pre- V NO NO

defined encoding/decoding options, checks, A L'H N N

- - etc. , for data element values in both the
source file and the new file.

-- 3.420 SYSTEM FILES

Restructure File

Logicall - The created file has a
different logical structure than the I
source file, This implies that the file AV(F)(A2J NO(B1) YES ,

-.-- definition has been changed, e.g., by
elimination or addition of data elements
or groups, or by different ordering of
data elements.

- Physically - The created file has a T
different physical structure than the
source file. The file dLfinition is the V(F)(AZ) NO(Bl) YES
same. An example of physical re-
structuring is repacking a file to £-"

reallocate storage.

Reorder Group Instances - The ability to
reorder the physical instances of a group V(F)(AZ) NO(B1) NO
based on the value of a data element in the
group.

(Al) Capability to be available by 3rd quarter 1969. Meanwhile,
available through programs written in PL/l. COBOL, or BAL.

(AZ) Available in 2nd quarter, 1969.
(BI) Available through COBOL procedure.
(FI) New files, but not source files.
(FZ) Automatic (via new data description table) for subordinate groups.

A Two-step procedure (hold file, and sort) for master group,

liei
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G GE INFORMATICS IBM NMCSSC Soc SDS U.S. ARMY*
I D S MARK 1: GIS NIPS TOMS MANAGE RAPID

NF YES YES YES YES YES YES

I

NO YES YES YES(Gl) YES INO NO(31)

NO Y ES (Fl) INA YES NO NO

IFNF YES 'y ES YES(G2) AV (F) YES YES

NE FS YES YES(G2) AV(F) YES(II) YES

NY N NO YES(F2) NO A\' (F) N A N F

(Gl) Analyst has capabuility to override.
(6-2) File revision module.

E (11 ) Reorganize field positions.

II(31) RAPID uses a special- language maintenance program.

I % S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY_2OC
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3.420 SYSTEM FILES (Continued) AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC

DM-I FORGE COGENT M

Multi-File - (see 3. 110)

- Create - From one system source file, V(F)(AI) NO(BI) YES
create two or more new files.

- Merge - Combine two or more (F)(Al) NO YES
similarly ordered system files into a
single system file.

3.430 DATA PREPARATION

3.431 INTRA-SYSTEM

This is the capability to prepare data files
which are processable by other language
processors which are under the same
operating system as the DMS.

Other Files - The capability to create files
that can be used as input data files for (B2) (Cl)
other programs written in FORTRAN, (

COBOL, PL/I, etc. The DMS provides
ail the file-processing control words and (

- control blocks necessary for the languages
to process those files,

FORTRAN NF
COBOL YES
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE YES
PL/I YES
ALGOL NF
JOVIAL YES

Other ,.Int-rn Data Structures - Tternal
data structures are the data-organization Y
mechanism of other language processors. NO YS-l
Examples of these are FORTRAN arrays
or JOVIAL tables.

(Al) Available in 2nd quarter, 1969,
(BI) Available through COBOL procedure.
(B2) COBOL, FORTRAN, ALGOL.
(Cl) If available through a COBOL procedure,
(DI) Available through COBOL.
(El) Maximum of four.
(EZ) Nearly any output format accessible by OS and DOS, QISAM and

QSAM.
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GE INFORMATICS I BM NMCSSC SDC SDS U.S. ARMY*
I D MARK 17 G IS NIPS TOMS MANAGE RAPID

NO4 YES NO NO YES NO YES

INO YES(EI) YES(F 1) YES AV(F) NO YES

(E2) (Gi1)

NO Y ES (FZ) NO YES(I1) YES
YES YES(F2) NO0 Y ES(I 1) YES

kYES YES(FZ) NO YES(II) NO
NO0 YES(FZ) NO YES(I1) NO
NO0 YES(1FZ) NO0 YES(I1) YES

YES N 0O

YES(DL) NF NO 0 N0 N F NO NO11

(Fl) Requires two-step procedure using H1OLD file as subsequent source

-~~~~~~ ~~file. 1 .. AM YTMDVLPD'
(F)Actual input assumnes file organizations which can be described to

GIS. Not all PL/I and FORTRAN formats can be so described.
(G)Assembly language.
(1)Any fixed -formatted BCD tape file (72911 or IV).

U..AMIYTMDVLPD-YCC
- - -~--- .------ --- -- --- - - - - - - -- --- -- -- -- ----.--- .------ - --.----------121-



3.432 INTER-SYSTEM AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC
ON-I FORGE COGENTIEM

This is the capability that the DMS pro-I
vides for creating files using a variety of
media and for defining files which arc to
be used in other systemns.

Physical Media

- Unit Record NA(Al) YES YE S
- Tape NA(Al) YES YEIS
- Disc Pack NA(Al) NO YES
- Other NA(Al) NO

-Data Descriptions -The data specification
necessary for the new systemn file.

- Target Data. Management Systemn AV(F) NO YES
- Self-describing Files AV (F) NO YES

*Foreign Files AV(F) YES (Cl)

(Al) E)M-I is indifferent to device type.(Cl) If available through a COBOL procedure.
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_________----------~

GE INFORMATICSj IBM NMCSSC SDC SDS U, S.ARMY

IDS MARK 1K! GIs NIPS TOMS MANAGE RAPID

*YLS(DI) YES YES YES NF YES YES
YES(DI) YES LIM(O) YES NF YES YES
YES(DI) YES LIM(O) YES NF NO YES

-NO (El1) LIM(O) LIM(O) NF NO NO

YES NO NO NO NF NO NO
NO NO NO NO0 N F NO0 NO

NO NO NO NO NF Y.ES(Il) YES

(Dl) Available through COBOL and FILE MANAGER.

(El) Data cell, drum.

(NI) Reorganize field positions.

I*LU.St ARMY SYSTEM DEEOPED BY COC1
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4. 000 OUTPUT PRESENTATION

Output presentation is the process by which the system

delivers the results of user queries through the system output

devices. The presentation of the output is the last stage of file

processing. It is at this point that the user gets the opportunity to

observe the cesults if his query processes. Output presentation

can be controlled either through functions or user requests.

The output presentation may be indicative of the performance

of the DMS. Analysis of the output can yield useful information con-

cerning the performance of the other parts of the DMS and can be a

useful aid in debugging a system.

4. 100 Standard System-Supplied Formats

"Standard" system-supplied formats are those which

-are an integral part of the system and can be provided for the user

either automatically or upon specific request.

4. 110 General Capabilities

The following types of capability are some-

times available in the system as part of standard system formats:

(a) general ontrut-formatting capabilities

(b) output contents and value-transformation
capabilities

(c) special output capabilities.

4. 120 Onutput Page Headers

This is the capability to provide various types

of information at or near the top of a page of output. The informa-

tion include titles, security classification, dates, page numbers,

etc.

-124
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4. 130 Trailer Information

This is the capability to provide various types
of information at or near the bottom of a page of output.

FA
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4. 110 STANDARD REPORTS- -GENERAL AUE-'ACH BURROUGHS CSC
CAPA1LTaF-IS DM-I FORGE 'COGENT M

Colurrmn Wdth - Whether the wystem can
present outputs in balanced coluzitns which I
are automatically adjusted to the numbar V(F(Ad YE, N I
of characters in either the data element
name or value.

EXAMPLE:

CITY POPULATION STATE

Baltimore 670, 000 Maryland
Damascus 980,000 Maryland

Output Line - Whether the system adjusts
tile number of characters in a line of out-
put to correspoad to the maximum number

., of characters per line that can be printed
by the output device, e. g., print 64 aiV(F)(Al) NO N F
characters of teletypewriter mnessage and
automatically execute a carriage return/
line feed before printing the next character

Position on a Paage - Whether the system
can position data element nanes and their AV(F)(A] NO YES
corresponding values in a meaningful way. ]
EXAMPLE: I

CITY ST AT E

Boston Massachusetts
- R~t, NW Yo'rk -'

Report Title - Whether the system can
select and print a report title or heading AV(F)(Al) NO YES
provided by the user.

(Al) Capability to be available by 3rd quarter 1969. Meanwhile,
available through progranis written in PL/I, COBOL, or BfA,.
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E INORMATiCSt i BM NMCSS SDC SDS LI S ARMY'

I DS MARK 1V GIS IS TDMS MANAGE RAPID

YYVS(D) Y E5 YIS Y 11s Y S Y 1-'S YFS

YFES(1)2J YEIS YES(FI YES5 Y E YES YES

YES(DI) YES YES-, YES YES YES Y ES

~YES(D1) YlS(l:2)! Y ES YES YLS Y ES YE:S

(Di) Availablc th rough GOB0l1.
(1)2) Available through TERMINAL SUPERVISOR.

(El ) Title rcstricted only by physicai page size.

(Fl) System upper limit of 128 bytes.

if -~U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDCI
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4. 1 10 STANDARDl REPOR)ITS- -GENERAL AUERBACH] OURROIGHS!, SC
CAAIIIS(Continuted) I -I ~ E CCN i

Ed ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ D_ tinard)eo n-Whthrtes- .FOPGE;K

ekLproy jdvi aut owatic vilititig funrtiiO

quch as supprebbion ofi leading zeros and
insertion of aig ebraic signsa, doll1ar 5 igii -,
and punctuation. Decoding indicates the-
ability of the system to supply actual .
values for coded data-elvrient values AN'(F) (A Ii )I Y 11s
which are stured in codecd f'-- in the data
base. These functions are- usually de -
finied at filt-.generation time and stored iii

a corresponding data -descriptio table.

kXAMAPLE:

If the value "United States of America"
is stored in the data base as US, thle
system will produce as output "United
States of America" and not 'US.

Different Reports - Whether the systemr
can genuratu dtfft rent report formats NO YES Y E5
from one retrieval statement.

Multjpe ope - Whether thc system can
provide more than one original copy of the NO YES y1I' .
samne report as dirtinguished from multi-
ply printed output.

(Al) Capability to be available by 3rd quarter 1969. Me Aanwvhile,
availablfe through programs written in PL/l, COBOL, oi- BAL.
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GE INFORMATICS IB NCS SDSS US 60m

ID s MARK IV GIs NIPS TDM MANAGE RAPID]

YESII YES YE YES YE 6 EIT YES

(w~) YES YES YES NO YES YES

(D3) YES NO YES NO y E YES

(I ) Available___ through COBOL.____

(fli) Available through IDOBd OBOL

(D3) Available through FILE M.ANAGER.

*U.S. ARMY SYSTEM Uk)ELOPED BY CDC
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~4. 110 STANDARD REPORrS--GENERAL AUERBACHt BURROUGHS 1  0Si

CAPABILITIES (Continued) OW-I ]FORGE COGENT f1l

_,.RclFile Structure - Whether" the sys- --

tein can provide a list uf the data elements YES NO Y ES

which munpris' a file forn'atted to indi-
cate tht ir logical relatiomiips

EXAMPLE:

NATION FILE
NATION NAME

~PRES!IDENT
POLITICAL SUBDIVISION

I STATE NAMEI -GOVERNOR
I CITIES
. CITY NAME

.IFO u LAT iON-
COUNTIES

COUNTY NAME

, -- COUNTY SEAT

Functional Formats - Whether the systemI can provide counts and totals of the
I t[ , ved dita-clement namries and values.

]a The accounting may c categorized iii two .Iways:
I - Sums/Totals - A sum or a total of the AV(F)(A) NA IYES

data funt,:-,nt values.

I EXAMPLE:

CITY POPULATION

Mobile 202, 779
Montgomery 134 392
Little Rock 300, 000 I

637, 172

I (Al) Capability to be available by 3rd quarter 1969. Meanwhile,
available through programs written in PI,/I, COBOL, or BAL.

I 10
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r GE 0 IM A T IU IBM NMCSSCI SIC SS U S ARMY*

IODS MARK ~IM G IS N IPS! TOMS MANAGE __RA PID

NA YlEs YES S YES Y 11 N NC

ki

I YE 1. y 1.1 YES Yv~ YT Y YS

(DI) Available through COBOL.

(11) Print-out fromi dictionary gene'ration runr.

* U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC]
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4. 110 STANDARD) RLPOT'S- -GE1NERAL_ WERHACH BURR O0KO: CSC
CAPABILITILS (Cuoitinutod) um I TORCE ICOGZ T

Counts /Tall ies - A on-ratlyo .11
givui datp clutitucurvads

EXAMPLE: Acot

Using the above exanlplv. thie
NUMBER OF CITIES WITH
VPPULATIONl OVER l1t0, 000. 3

4. 120 OIU jPUT PAG HEADERS

Titles - The ability of the system to pro- WtF1~'(A1 ) N 0 YES
vide titles fur output report presentations.

Date - The ability of the system to provide
and position the currenft dato in uach uut- V(1E)(AJ ) Y i y 1 ES
put presentation.

Security Classificatio.,,- The ability of the
system to provide hhgetscrt VF(1 NO YEFS

classification of a file at the top and but-
tom of each output page.

I-age Numbering - Ine auility of the sys-

tern to sequentially number the pages of AV (F) (AI YES. YES
each output presiuntation.J

Table of Contents - The ability of the sys-
teni to pouea avlsigtemjr 'F) A 1

report headings and their page numbers

as the first page of an output presentation.

Columrn H-eadings - Thu ability of the sys-

dat eeiren apeas t~ th i-a la AV(Y) (Al) NO0N

F(Al) Capability to be available by 3rd quarter 196~9. Meanwhile ,j available through programs written in PlI/I, COBOL, or BAL.
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6 L INFORMATICS IBM NMCSSC SDC I SOS US. ARMY*
IDS MARK IV GIs NIPS TOMS MANAGE RAPID

Li) YES YES 'Es Y E S YES YES

(DI) YES YEFS YES YES No YS

tlJa) Ylsb YES YES YES NO YES

NA YES(El NO YES LIM(OD Y ES YES

(Dl) YES YES YES YES YES YES

NA NO NO NO NO NO NO

YE(3) YES YES YES YES YES YES

(DI) Available through COBOL.
(132) Available through COBOL and OS.

(El) Security classification iR part o' title.

US ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC 1
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4. IZ90 OUTPUT PAGE 11EADER-5 AUERBACHI BURROUGHS CSC
(Continued) DM- T FRoGLcoGE NT11L

QucryySecifitd A user-specified title
in lieu of and/or in addition to the data AVF)(AI NO NIF
element name.

From Data lDe criiL on - A columnar
h.aading other than a data elemei t nani AV(F)(AI NO YES
taken from the data description.

EXAMPLE:

Th,- data description for the data
cli'. .rit POI3U also indicates that
the word POPULATION iE to be
supplied whenevei values for
POPU are presented as output.

4. 130 TFAlLE1', INFORMATION

This is the ability of the system to provide
trailer information at the bottom of each AV(I)(Al) N0 Y E.s

output page of a report, usually including AV(F)(AI) NO YES
security classification and page nunmber.

(Al) Capability to be available by 3rd quarter 1969. Meanwhile,
available through programs written in PL/l, COBOL, or BAL.
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NFOfRMATICS IB M IN MS S SUS &__A____

I DS MARK 11t G 1S NIPS m MNU RD

I YES)]) EE Y YES NO YI 'S

NA V L.S YS Y s YES ES YS E

YIES (D I YES NO0 YES Y I,, YES Y E
YES(D]) YE O YES Y F NO YES

(DI1) Available through COBOL.

_________U, S. AR-i~ SiiTEM DEVLOPEDZ HY CDCJ
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4.200 _%ports--Usei Specified

User-jpecified reports are those which are designed

and composed by an individual system user using the DMS report-

creation capabilities. User-specified reports can be tailored to

provide the exact output formats and contents desired.

4, 210 General Capabilities

The types of capabilities provided by the DMS

allow the user to specify the arrangement of, and value transforma-

-tions for, data which is to be output. They also allow the user to

cause the output to conform to preprinted or extraordinarily wide

output forms,

4. 220 Editing

The DMS will provide the capability to edit

the physical appearance of data values which are to appear in user-

specified reports. Such editing includes suppression of leading

zeros, and insertion of algebraic signs (+, - ), dollar signs, and

punctuation symbols.

4. 230 Pagination

Pagination control is the ability to control and

number individual pages of an output report, either implicitly or

explicitly. Mxplicit controls are user commands such as EJECT

and SKIP. Implicit controls such as fixed page length and width

are those which are built into the design of the system.

136
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4. 240 Output Media

User-specified reports can appear in a num-
ber of different. output media. The following types of output miedia
are considered here:

(a) ort-].inc. devices

(b) off-line devices

(c) audio devices.I
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4.210 GENhERAL CAPABILITIES AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC
DM-I FORGE COGENT M

The capabilities provided by tie system
tools for the user to specify report for-
mats.

Horizontal/VerticalScinjg - The ability
of the system to efiect any line and AV(FE)(Al) YES YES
column positioning specified by the user.

Justification - The ability of the system to
provide right or ie;t justification of individ AV(F)(Al) YES YES
ual output fields as specified by the user.

Preprinted Forms - The ability of the sys-
tem to position information to conform to AVtF)(Al) YES YES
the format of preprinted forms.

Override Decoding Transformations - The
abii.L; of the system to allow the user to
obtain the actual value of the data element AV(F)(Al) NO YES
as it is stored in the data base, bypassing
any decoding transformations ordinarily
provided at data definition time.

Spread Sheet Output - The ability of the
system to provide for a printout which
exceeds the output line capacity of the NF NO YES
device by placing the additional informa-
tion on another sheet of output, the two
sheets then joined along their widths for
completeness.

(Al) Capability to be available by 3rd quarter 1969. Meanwhile,
available through programs written in PL/l, GCOBOL. or BAL,
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A
G E -INFORMATICS I BM NMCSSC SDC SDS rU S. ARMY*
I DS MARK ]17 GIs NIPS TDMS MANAGE RAPID

YES(])l) YES YES YES y YE YES YS

YE1-S5(D I N0 NC)(FI) YES YEFS NO NO

YES([) ) YES Y ES YES YEFS NO YES
L I M (0)

INA YES Y E S YES YES NA YEFS

NA YES NO) Y ES(G 1) YES YES YES

(DI) Available through COBOL.

(Fl) Justification automatic (left for alphanwric, right for numeric).

(01) Requires another pabs anid a new RIT.

U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC
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4, 220 EDITING AUERBACH BURROUGHS CS C

OM-I F~ORGE COGENT M

The followindg p)unctuation can be used by
the systemn to edit data.- elemnit valuevs as
specified by the user. These functions arc
specified during output -fornmat specifica-
tion and are independent of data definition.

Zero Suppress - The ability of the s5ystem
to re~place leading zeros with blanks. AV -)(A1I YE.S Y LS

Algebraic Siens - The ability of the sys-
tern to insert a 11-W or 111sign depeniint, AV(F)(Al) YES YES
on the sign of the data-clement value.

Dollar Signs - The ability of the systemi to
ineta dollar symbol ($) wherever AV (F) (A1I Y 1:S YES

specified, including before subtotals and
totals.

Punctuation - The ability of the system to
insert periodls, commu-as, decimal points, AV(F)(AI) (13i) YES
slashes, and hyphens be(tw,%ecn data-
element values-or in specified positions.

(A] ) Capability' to be available by 3rd quarter 1969. Meanwhiile-,
available through programs written in Ph/I, CCliol., o)r BAt.

(Bl) All except slashes.
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G I INFORMATICS 1IBm NMCSSC SDC SDS US. ARMY~

I DS MARK IV G GI S NIPS TDMS MANAGE RAPID

YLS(DI ) YEI-,S Y ES Y ES(G I Y fYES YES(I I YEL5

YESfDI) YES. YEL'S Y ES YESl YES YES

YFS(DI YEKS y ES YES YES YES YES

YES(U)I) YES YES Y ES Y(H)YSI YES

(D] ) Avai]lihle through COBOL.
(Gl ) Leading zt-ros can also be forced.
(111) Between fields for all fields, as p~refixes and suffixes in all fields,

and decimal points at specified positions in numeric filelds.
(11 ) Function in dictionary.
(12) Inserts ... ... , credit, or debit.

*US. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC
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4. 230 PAGINATION AUERHAC+HEBU 0RO0UGHS CSC

____W es s- M-I FORGE 1OGENTM

page, numbe r an(] the iic remient to be used AV YifA N0031) YE
in detc rnimiing the page inumnber ol su cceed-
ing pages. It no special pagination is
specified, pagvs are nximbercd sequentiall).

EXAMPLE:

First page is t o be numbered 000]10
and the increment number is 10, So
that the second page is nulnlberC'd 00020.

Break Page - Vat iotts methods can be used

to stop printout on a given page and begin
a new page inne-penderit of1 specifiedl line

-Output Form -Page breaks are deter-
mined based on the forinat of the output AV(F)(A1) Y ES NY

form.

-Major Key - The rsysten begins a new AV(F )tAl) NO(Bl) Y 1 .

page based on a changt: in a maOJOr key.

EXAMPLE;

If the sy stem is printing the cities

it, the US with popul at ion ove'r
250, 000 sorted alphabetically by
states, the values for each state
will start on a new page,.

-Subtotal Value - If a specified subtotal
value is reachtd, the systemn begins thle AV(Irh)A-) N\O(l3) ES
next line of output on a new page.

-Count or Tallyr Value - If a pcfe
count or tally value is reached, it is A hF)Al) NO(BII YES
printed, and the next line of output
appears on a new page.

(Al) Capability to be available by 3rd quarter 1969, Meanwhile,
available through programs written in III/I, COBOL, or BAL,

(131) Available through COBOL proci dure.
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GE INFORMATICS I HM JNMCSSC SOC soS U S. ARMY*
I DS MARK 1Y G IS NIPS TDMS MANAGE RAPIC

Y2IL (H No) Y ES N C N 0 No

-3

YEs~DH I FS Y ES YES Y 1,s NO YES

Y 15(D I Y ES YES(F 1) YES YEL YES YES

Y ES(D]I N0 YE.SW 'I) E NO ES N

NE~ii uN YES(II) YES NO0 Y ES NO0

(DI) Avrailable through COBOL.

(El) Starting page number, but not increment.

(Fl) If requested in report procedure.

__________U.S.~ ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC
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14. 130 PAGINATION (Continued) AUERBACki BURROUGHS1 CC

Linmit Output Volumte - whtther 111f Iesvst tnj

can responud to uiser requests tt, Imut th
volume of output it it vxceeds giVe'n

Pages- Stop output aftL'r :~pages V' )(A 1) Not B ) Y 11S

-Lines -Stop output after Y lines XAl1('XA1 YET\_S1

-Data EL'enent, Values - Stop printout
after Z data-eclement values have bee:, AVtl H)Al I 1NO(B 1) ILYE.SV printed.

4.240 OUTPUT MEI)A

rmlrrve elabscb of output devices are
gene rally used to p re s ct output inio rila -

On -Lint- - On- line opt-rat ion p ro itvs
rapid facilities to produce output for
immediate analysis uz use.

-Typewriter - Keyboard iniput /outpuit IN A A YE Y ES C 1I

- - isply -Video displays oif text and NA(A2) Y ES YSC
vector output

-Teletype - Standard ASR teletype NA(A-)J YS V S C(C1

Off- Lint, - Off-line operaticon usually, but
nojncssarily, collects output ;r ate

presentation (e. g. , as in a closed shop cii-
vironment) in batch mode. The user's

-A turn around iime is gt'neraily much grealke
than that of on-line operation.1

zDisc NA(A.2) Y ES YES
-High Speed Printer NA(A2) YES

-Card Punch NA(AZ) -

(AlI) Capability to be available by 3rd quar-ter 1 '((9. Meanwhile,
available- through programs wr-itten in 1'/,COBOL, or BIA!..

(AZ IAIM -1 is indifferent to output device type.

(B I) Available through CO013l. pruced(u re.

(CI)If 1SUPPOrte'd by the operating systern.
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G__ IFRMTISI_ NMCSSC SDCI SDS U S. ARMY
I D S MARK IV G I S__ NIPS TDMS MANAGE RAPIDEI

' SinD Y FES YEc I Y ES INO N 0 NO

y 11.5 (D]I NO Y VSdlI Y IE NO IN0 YES

NO Y1ES Y1.S(IEI) YE Im' Y 11s N 0 NO

yI."S INo Y Es YI..'S Y ].s NA YES

YES NO Y ES Y IS YEIS INA AV(O)

YES NO NO0 NO( I) YE11S NA AV (0)

YES Y ES N' s Y .S Y ES Y VS AV(OI
Y i*:SS YES Y ES YEs NO AV0O

YEI--S Y 11 YEs YELS YE I s YII~S YE;S
Y YES YEI-S Y Es --

(1)1) Available through COBOL.

f (Fl) If rtequc sted ini rcpn rt p roc edu re.

(G1) Unless supported by operating :iystlvrn.

*US ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC,
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4.240 OUTP1j Y MEtDIA (Continued) [A:R BAC BURROUGHS C S

VidL'fu vic' oiuiunictin it Ihe DM11 FO0R GE. COG[ENT M1

Audio - Whethqer thu havdvalir4 syid cm NApro- ~ YE~

DMS in either ul t he fullowing way":

- SpelUled V uI k: - wordIs spellcd im tli
usiv. g. -Tec(, oh. bis tve. oh.,

(13useton)

-SPokenl v ice. - Words sjwoken to th1.
11sirc Y. CR. I30sION.

(Al DM Iis idiferent to output device type.

(Cl Ifsuportd b th opratngsystem.
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IDS MARK 1~ GIS NIPS TDMS MANAGE RAPID a
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* I US ARMY SYSTEM D[VELOPEO BY CDC
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4.300 Sorting Capability

An importait feature of output presentation is the

capability to sort data into any desired order prior to, or simulta-

neously with, the actual output process. There are three main

-areas of interest here:

(a) optional features of a sort capability

(b) non-optional features of a sort capabtlity
which affect the sort environment and the
efficiency of the sort process

(c) limitations on the sort capability.

4. 310 General Characteristics

These are the characteristics which a user

can control when the sort is used. They are:

(a) number and size of sort keys

(b) order of sort (ascending, descending, etc,

4. 320 Type of Sor,_

These are the technical sort capabiiities not

usually undei the control of the user, They include:

- _a) sort technique- -whether records of a file are
physically sorted, or whether a sorted index
to the file io constructed instead

(b) auxiliary storage--what secondary storage
devices, if any, are used in the intermediate i
stages of sorting

(c) system interface--whether the sort capability
is part of the DMS, part of the associated

* operating system, or is independent of other
software.

lii ~-
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4. 330 Sort Limitations

These are quantitative limitations on the data

to be sorted and on the hardware resources which are required for

the sorting. They include:

(a) the maximun sizes of data files which can be
sorted at one time, the maxinmm size of
records within a file, and the nininmum rum--
her of records which must be presorted into
standard size blocks

(b) the minimumn amount of primary and secondary
storage which must be available for the sort.
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4.310 GENERAL CHAR ACTER IST ICS AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC
Om-I FORGE COGENT M

The general characteristics of the sort
*capabiity included in DMS'. are:

Number of Key Thu maxitmm number
of different data elements that can be lo) Z5 ((1)

*specified as s:)rt keys.

EXAMPLE:

3 Bort keys - STATE, COUNTY, CITY

* 6 sort keys -STATE, COUNTY, CITY,
WARD, PRECINCT,
STRE ET

Size of Key!.- The maximum numnber of 254 63 (f
characters thatr can be used as sort keys.

Order i Sort - The orders in which the
information miay be sorted. The basic
order ir that of the collating sequence of
the systen- hardware.

-Ascending AV(F) YES (Cl)
Descending AV(F) YES (CI)
Ascending /Des cenduing (if the sort pro-

gram provides for different sort AV(F) YES (CI)
- -- orders based on different keys)

EXAMPLE:

SORT STATE ASCENDING AND
*CITY DESCENDING

* Output

Stat,~ City

ALABAMA MONTGOMERY
MOBILE
BIRMINGHAM

ARKANSAS PINE BLUFF
LITTLE ROCK
FORT SMITH

(CI) OS/360 sort.
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GE INFORMATICS IBM NMCSSC sue SOS U. S, ARMY*
DS MARK ]I GIS NIPS TOMS MANAGE RAPID

ii

NTL 9 5 99 10 9 10

NTL 248 BY 256 256 2550BY 99CH 1K CH
Y(SY)

YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
YES YES YES YES(H) YES YES

YES YES YES N~.O(G1 ) YES YES

f

(GI) Available in Phase 11.
(HI) Also an ascending sort with elimination of duplicate data element

values.

III) In a single report/query.

*U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC
Ii
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4.310 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS AUERB~ACH IOURRU S
(Continued) DM-1 FORGE COGENT MI

-User -Specified - Whether the user can
pecify a collaT;ting sequence that does NO NO (C 1)

not conform to the basic hardware
collating seqcuence, such as A, C, B, D_..

Note: Collating sequence is the
generic term for the order of
the computer character comple-
r-nent.

4.320 TYPE OF SORT

* Sorts can be typed according to the amount
of data transferred based on a key, the
devices used during sorting, and whether
they are provided as part of the operating
systemn.

Record - Entire data records are ordered AV(F) YES (CI)
Eased on the sort key.

Key - Data fields within records are ex-
tracted and ordered based on the sort key. AV(F) YES (CI)

andpoiter tothe data records are main-
tained.

Disc - Disc Lype miemiory is usee as an YEFS YES tC1)

auxiliary storage during sorting.

Tape - Tapes are used for auxiliary N O (l
storage during sorting.

Part of Operatinit System -The DM5 uses
a sort prga that is included in il 1 A
ware vendor's operating system, e. g. , a YES YES YES
DMS implemented on the IBM System 360,
which uses the System 360 sort program.
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G E INFORMATICS IBM NMCSSC SOC SOIS U. S. ARMY*
I_______MARK__Y GIs - NIPS TDMS MANAGE RAPID

YES NC No NO NO YES YNO

IN0YES Y ES YEO YEO NO YES N

NOS Y lS YES Y S YEN NO0 YES

NO YEFS Y ES Y ES(OI ) 1,YS E

NO Os SORT Y Es YEFS No NO YES

(Gi) Normally sorted on~ disc tape sort when capacity is exceeded.

______________________- *U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED 3Y CDC
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4 . i30 SORT LIM1'1ATiONS AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC

DM-l FORGE COGENTIIM

The sort cap.~bility of a DMS may be

limited by:

F~ile Size -The physical size of the entire (Al1) NT L (C])
data file.

Tae Units -The minim~um number of (Al) NC (C!
tape units required by the sort program.

Record Size - The mraximum size of a (Al ) 8000 C11 (C])
data record.

Memor~ - The minimum amount of core (Al1) (1 K (C 1)
storage required for the sort program.T

Pre sort - The input data to the sort pro-
gram must be sorted by sorne larger (A 1) NO (Cl)
grouping to provide workable-sized
groups for the sort program.

(Al) Limitations are those of the operating system.

-(CI) OS/360 sort,

1_4_



G E INFORMATICS I BM NMCSSC SDC I SOS U. S. ARMY*
I DS MAR~K 17 GIS NIPS TOMS MANAGE RAPIDj

No NTL(E) 1 VOL (GI) NTL YES(ll) NTLt

INO NONE(E2) NO (GI) NA 3 NO(J 1)

NO NO YES (GI) NTL NA 8K CHI

NO NO NO (GI1) NA 8K words 8K

NO NO NO (GI) NA NO NO

-A

(El1) Only limitation is IBM Sort limits.
(E2) All input and output may be on any device supported by OS/360.

(0-1) 05/360 sort.

(11) Limited to one reel of input.
(Ji) Tape Sort, four tape units.

U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDCJ
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4. 400 Data Reduction

Output functions are used to perform data reduction

or summarization of the retrieved data. The resulting functional

values will be provided to the user as part of the output presentation.
I

4.410 Statistical Functions i
These are the basic distribution parameters

of statistical theory.

4. 420 Tallies

These are counts: the number of times that

something occurs in the set of data which has been retrieved for

output presentation. They include the number of instances of a data

element and the number of occurrences of particular or unique

data-elerent values.

4. 430 Summarization

Tallies can be computed for an entire data

file, or for portions of a data file. Summaries are sums or partial

sums oi the tallies which represent only a part of a data file.

*157 A
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4.410 STATISTICAL FUNCTIONS AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC
OM-I FORGE COGENTTJ

Maximum/Minimum AV(F) NO(Bl) NY
Mean AV(F) NO(B ) YES

Median AV(V) NO(BI ) NF
Mode AV(F) NO(l1) N F
Standard Deviation AV(F) NO(B1) NF
Percent Total AV(F) NO(B1) YES

4.420 TALLIES

- Count Unique Values - The ability of the
system to count only the unique occur- NO NO(B) YES
rences of data element value.

EXAMPLE:

For (SPRINGFIELD, ILL; SPRING-
FIELD, MASS; SPRINGFIELD, VA)
the city name 1s counted only once.

Count All Instances

Data. Element - The number of times a
data element is found during the AV(F) NO(B1) YES
retrieval.

EXAMPLE:

- -QUERY: COUNT CITIES IN THE
UNITED STATES

4 OUTPUT: COUNT EQUALS 7500
-. Data Element Value - The occurrences AV(F) NO(B1) YES

of a particular data-element value.

EXAMPLE:

A QUERY: COUNT CITIES WITH
. .. POPU GREATER OR

EQUAL TO 500, 000
OUTPUT: NUMBER OF CITIES

WITH POPULATION
GREATER THAN
500,000 IS 100.

(BI) Available through COBOL procedure.

k _ J
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GE INFORMATICS I1M NMCSSC SDC SDS U S. ARMY* -
IDS MARK I, G s NIPS TDMS MANAGE RAPID

YS(DI) YEs YES YES YES No NO
NO YES NO(FI) YES YES NO YES
No NO NO(F1) YES NC NO YES
NO NO NO(F1) YES NO NO YES

NO NO NO(F1) YES YEis NO0 INO

NO YES NOtF ) YES NO YES YES

° I.
NO YES(El) YES YES YES NO YES

l

159

NO YES YES YES YES YES YES -

I

NO YES(El) YES YES YES YES YES

(El) By breaking on the data element.

S(FI) Available through subroutine linkage.i

ii
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4.430 SUMMARIZATION AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC ]
DM-1 FORGE GOGENTJIE

This indicates the ability of the system to
provide sum-rmaries of data-element values
retrieved.

Data Elements - The maximum number of
running totals that may be kept at any AV(F) NTL(Bl) NTL
level in the structure of the file,

Data-Element Totals - The maximumn numr
ber of differe~nt data element totals pro- AV(F') NTL(BI) NTL

* vided for by the system at any one time.

Subtotals - The maximum number of sub- AVtF) NT L(Bl1) NTI 11
totals within a total.

-A

(BI)Avaiabl thrvghCOD0, pocc-urv
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G E INFORMATICS IBM~ ________ but SOS U S. ARMY*-

I DS MARK 17 GIS NIPS TDMS MANAGE RAPID

NO NTL (F 1) (Gl) NTL N A NF(j 1)

NO NTL (F 1) (GI) NT L NT L(I1) NF

NO0 1N TL (Fl1) (Gi1) NTI 5, NF

(Fl) N fntinoIh execute module size of the generated procedure,
in automatic mode. Limited to 99 of each in specific mode (i. e.,I count A1 to count 99: V(l)... .V(9 9)

(G 1) Limited by size of core.
(11) Limited by physical record length.

(JI) A capability to summarize across5 the rows and columns of marai lopand .. AM YTMDVLPDB D
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[ 5. 000 DATA ACCE2SS METHODS

~This :,ectiuni describes the capabilities that the system pro-

~vides for the user to access the data files,

I

~5. 100 On-Line Canabiiities

Il

The on-line capabilities of the system permlit the

~~user to interact •with the systenm directly r- i....... remote consoles.
They -ire characterized by the amount of traffic the system can

[i handle, the ways by which the user interacts with the system and-.

the ability of the system to establish priorities.

~5. 110 Traffic Volurne

The number of on-line users which a computer

- can handle is always limited by its internal operating speed and by

~its primary and secondary storage capacity. Generally speaking,

~~more on-line terminals can be physically connected to a conmputer :

~those which are logically connected can be processed by the computer

(i. e., not be in a wait state) simultaneously.

5. 120 Man/Machine Interaction

This topic deals with the type of requestsi

which the user can make and with the kind of responses the DMS can

I]

provide. It includes the subjects of extended dialog, tutorials, query

corre2ction, control of cross -coninected terminals, query confirma-

tion, and creation and use of prestored query procedures.

5. 130 Priority Scheme Logic!

E This topic deals with the techniques used

internally to determine the order in which system users are served

by the system.

a
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5,110 TRAFFIC VOLUME AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC
DM-I FORGE COGENTITn

This indicates the limits on the P.mount of
traffic that the system can ha~v~le.

Gonsoles/Te.iminals The maximum num-
e ir of onlne consoles or terminals that NA(Al) NF IF

can be connected to the system.

Active On-Line - Thy maximum number of
consoles that may be active at any given
time. This is not necessarily the same
as the number that can be connected. For NA(Al) NF NF
example, it may be possible to connect
50 terminals, but have only 20 active con-
soles at any given time.

Simultaneous Users - This indicates the
maximum number of on-line users who
may have jobs being processed. This is
not znecessarily the same as the number NA(AI) 2
of active on-line users. For example,
because of hardware configuration
restrictions (e. g. , 5 fixed partitions of
core in a multi-programming environ-
ment) it may be possible for only 5 of 20
active users to interact with the system
simultaneousy. .

(Al) Entirely a function of host operating system.

164
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G E INFORMATICS[ I BM NMCSSC f SDC SDS US. ARMY*

I DS MARK IV GIs NIPS TOMS MANAGE RAPID

E

YES(DI ) (El1) 1. AM~C ( J)) lv(O) I OCHI ) NA 45(J 1)

YLEi(D1 ) (El) LI1M(O) L1M(O) I10(111) NA 45(3 1)

(Dl) Available through TERMINAL SUPERVISOR.
(El) On.-linp capabilities are not presently available.
(HI) Not a TDMS limit. The limit is a function of the operating systemI(ADEPT 50) as imple ment able on the IBM 360/501. Other operat-

ing system implementations may provide for more terminals.
(3 1) Capability available to add mioro termyinals.

*U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC
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5. 120 MAN/MACIIINE INTERACTION AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC
OM-I FORGE COGENTMTI

Pre-stored Queries - Whether the user
can request the execution of a pre-stored
query directly from a remote console. NI AV(O) YES
The user must have the capability of
selecting the specific query to be executed1
and be able to supply all necessary
parameters from the console.

query Composition - Whether the user can
formulate and execute ad hoc retrieval AV(F) AV(O) YES
requests directly from a remote console.

Query Confirnation - Whether the system NV NO NV
conirms receipf_- - user requests. 

Conversational Mode - Whether the user
can engage in a dialogue with the system, NV YES
This is usually a question/answer mode
in which the user responds to system-
provided questions or options in order to
execute his request.

-Always - The system provides no other NVO
method for user retrieval of data. I

- Optional - The user can query the sys- Y YES
tern by other methods.

Interactive Mode - Whether the system
- provides "walT-through" aids to the in- AV(F) NO NF

experienced user to help him formulate
neaningful requests to the DMS.

" - Specify Output Station - Whether the user
can direct output to a device other than NF YES NF
his remote console.

Erase - Whether the system provides for
thr correction of typographical errors on AV(F) YES NY
a text-word basis. This may be described
as a "pseudo-backspace" function.

(DI) Available through operating system.
(02) Available through TERMINAL SUPERVISOR.

(El) On-line capabilities are not presently available.
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I ___ __AK___Gs NIS__SMAAE AI

GNORM C NO M NOCS YS SNA USAY

NAS MA NAGI NAP TDM ANAG RAI

ES(NA NA(I YES NAtl YES NA YES

NA NO(EI) YIS YES(G YES NA YES

YES(D2) NO(EI) YES YES YES NA YES

YE NAI NO(El) NOSFZ NO(G2) YES NA YEO

(Fl ) Limited to off-line printer.
(F2) Function of user-written QTAM message control programn.

(Gi) Available in Phase HI.
I(02) Limited to error diagnostics.

(G 3) Must repeat a whole line.

U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC
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5. 130 PRIORITY SCHEME LOGIC AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC

DM-I FORGE COGENT M
Priorities by -

- Type of usor (e. g. ,military or (A) (3j NF
civilijan).

- Task size (e.g. , 3 -minute run or (Al) NO NF
8-hour production run,

- Terminal ID (e. g. , the president's (Al) (BI1) NF
office or the 13th vice -president's
off ice).

- System status (e. g. ,if the system is A) B ) N
busy, only urgent requests are
acknowledged).

Fixed Algorithmn - A fixed algorithm
implies that the system must be regener-
ated in order to change the priority (Al) NO NF
algorithm; for example, it cannot be

___changed simply by reading a control cardj
or typing in a special message.

Dedicated System - In a dedicated system,
the entir' configuration is dedicated to
DMS tasks. No other tasks can be pro- (Al) NO NO

-. cessed at the same time. This does not
imply, however, that the DMS task can-
not be interrupted for one of a higher
priority.

Background ProEssing - Tasks procesvied
in the background are gene rally long-
durat;r-n batch-processing tasks. On-line

-tasks can compete with background tasks

in two ways:

-Lower Priority, Always Active - The
background task assumes a lower(A)EC N

priority than the on-line task; the on- ~
line task can therefore usurp a portion
of core.

(Al) Entirely an operating system function.

*(BI) Determined by operating system.

(DI.) Available through o-perating system.

(El) On-line capabilitios are not presently available.
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GE INFORMATICS IBM NMCSSC SDC SDS US.RM]
IDS MARK IY GIs NIPS TDMS MANAGE AI J

YES(L)1) (El) (F] NO0 LIM(O) N A YES(i 1)

NA (EL1) (FL) NO LIM(O) NA YES

NA (El1) (FL) NO(GI) LL1M(0) NA NO0

V

YES(I.) E 1 (FI N 1, M() N N

YES YES(EI) (FL1) YES LIM(O) N A YES

NO NO(EJ) NO NO LIM(0) NA No

YES(DI) (El1) NA(FI) YES LIM(O) N A YES

(FL) Terminal service is based on QTAM priorities. GIS compiling
sequence is based on QUEUE sequence and GIS can change dis-
patching priority. The Execute Module is scheduled using the
OS/360 priority schemne (0-1 3).

(GL) Available in Phase IL,
(31) Priorities are: (1) immediate--90 seconds; (2) deferred--b hours;

(3) overnight- -24 hours; (4) ovgrride--as soon as possible.U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC]
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5.3_ROIYSHMOICAEBC URUH S

- - __ __ _____(Continued)- -

DM-1 ORGE OGENT

Low rioityRoled n an Ou Th

is Lo kpioit, anlld witti nOt-Th

auxiliary storage.

(Al) Entirely an operating systern function.
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G E INFORMATICS IBM NMCSSC SDC SOS U SARMY*
lO AR X -GS IS TDMS MANAGE RAPID

[NO (El1) NA(Fl) NO JA() NA AV (0)
1 QT 69

HL

(1)on-line capabilities are not presently available.
(Fl) Terminal service is based on QTAM priorities. GIS compiling

sequence is based on QUEUE sequence and GIS can change dis-
patching priority. The Execute Module is scheduled using the
OS/360 priority scheme (0-13).

r U. S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC



5. 200 Security

This section indicateb the types and levels of securiiy

that are provided for by the system in order to protect the inforrma-
tion contained in the data base from unauthorized access. The

following two major topics are considered: 1
(a) the security categories themselves

(b) the application of security categories to
data-file protection.--
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52 510 GENERAL CAPABILITIES AuERBACH BURROUGHS CSC

: o DM-I FORGE COGENT TM

This indicates the general levels of
security provided by the system,

Number of Categories - The maximum
nurnber of security levels the system pro- 16 NA NF

video for,

Cumulativre Data Element/Group Access
SAnalysis - Whether the systern can specify

hlghser classification for an entire report NO NA 1NF
... than the classification of its components;

-- for example, each page of a printout may
:be classified as CONFIDENTIAL, but the

, total printout may be SECRET.

... R__::Kad and Write Protect - Access is,
S- i r'estricted based On the type of access

(read or write) coupled with security
. ... categories to protect data at various levels.:

.. ..... : Read Protect - Prevents unauthorized _
retrieval of data at the following levels: i:

0 File YES A~V(0) YES
0 Entry YES - V (0) Y ES . __"0 Group YES AV(O) YES

This i Data Elenent YES AV(O) YES

seWrite Protect - Prevents unauthorized
modification of data at the following

n b oelevels:te em o 1A

-,- • File YES YES YES
• Entry YES YES YES
SGroup YES YES YES

CmaData Element YES YES YES

~174"
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G E INFORMATICS IBM NMCSSC SDC SDS U.S. ARMY*
I DS MARK 12 GIs NIPS TDMS MANAGE RAPID

NA NA 128 128 LIM(O) 5 3(jl)

NA NO NO NO LIM(O) NO NOI

NA (El1) YES YES LLM(O) NO YES
NA NO NO NO0 NO0 NO YES
N A NO0 NO NO0 NO NO0 YESIN A NO YES NO NO NO0 YES

NA NO YES NO LIM(O) NO0 YES
N A NO0 NO NO0 NO NO0 YES
N A NO0 NO NO0 NO NO0 YES
NA NO0 YES NO NO0 NO0 YES

(El) Files can be multiply defined with a particular field available to
one definition and not to another. The security control will be as
tight as the use~r's control of his operation. An undefined field is
not available to any user without own-code intervention. No listings
are supplied with the systern.

(JI1) CONFIDENTIAL, SECRET, and PRIVILEGED.

U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC
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6. 000 GENERAL INTERFACE CAPABILITY

The functions provided by an operating system include task

scheduling, resource allocation (core, devices and files), I/0 con-

trol, monitoring, restart and recovery, and operator liaison.

Utility-type software such as loaders, assemblers, compilers, and

debugging aids may also be provided by the operating system.

Two types of operating system are identified: A

-- (a) Vendor-supplied operating systems--i.e., those
supplied by hardware manufacturers

(b) Independently-developed operating systems- -i, ., 
- those supplied by independent software developers.

This section indicates the type of operating system under

- w ._ which the DMS operates and the relationship of the DMS to the -A

--rnajor components of this type of operating system.

-6. 100 General-Purpose Operating System

This section indicates the specific type of operating

system under which the DMS operates and identifies those major

--components of the operating system which are used by the DMS. A

6. 110 Vendor-Supplied Operating System

.... - This section tells whether the DMS uses a vendor-

supplied operating system and, if so, identifies those major com-

ponents of the vendor-supplied operating system which are used by

--the DMS. -

1]

'1
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systemn which are used by the DMS.
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I0
6. 110 VyENDOR-SUIPPIIED - AUERBACH IBURROUGHS CSC

OPERATING SYSTEM I110-1 FORGE COGENTM

This indicates the extent to which the DMS
uses facilities provided by a hardware-
vendor-supplied operating system,

12 I Data.Mana ement - Whether the VMS5 E E Euses the input output facilities of theYEYS YSI
operating system to read and write data.

Monitor - Whether the DIAS functions under YES YES YESj
theopratngsystem monitor.

Scheduler - Whether the DMS uses the YE EIE
scheduler of the operating system to order YS YEYS
its jobs and tasks.

Languaile Processors - Whether the DMSI
uses the language processors (i. e. , YES YES YES
FORTRAN, COBOL, etc.) supplied by the
operating system. -

Data Files - Whether the DMS uses the YEYS YSdata conventions of the operating system YEYS YS
in handling data files.

6. lZO INDEPENDENT LY- DEVELOPED
OPERATING SYSTEM

This indicates the extent to which the DMS
uses the facilities provided by an inde-
pendently developed operating system,.

ICS/Data Management (see 6. 110) NA NO NA
- Monito r (s ee 6. 110) NA NO NA

Scheduler (see 6. 1.10) NA NO NA

Itangage Processors (see 6. 110) NA NO NA

*Data Files (see 6. 110) NA NO NA
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GE INFORMATICS IBM NMCSSC SDC SDS U. SARMY*

IIDS MARK 17 GIS NIPS TDMS MANAGE RAPID

I-YES YES YES YES NO NA YES(Jl)

YES YES YES YES NO YES YES

YES YES YES YES NO NO YES

IYES NO YES YES NO NO YES

YES YES YES YES NO NO YES

NA NA NA NO YES NA NO

NA NA NA NO YES NA NO

NA NA NA NO YES) NA NOI.N ANA NA NAA NO (Hi1) NA NO 
(HI) Assembly language and JOVIAL.AI (JI) Master Operating System.

I *S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC--
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6. 200 Capabilht to Use Vendor's Software if Using
Independc ntly De v Iop ed Ope r at ig Syste

This indicates the ability of a DMS operating under

an independently-developed operating system to interface also with

the vendor-supplied operating system. Two aspects are considered:

(a) what vendor's software capabilities can
be used

(b) how these vendor's software capabilities
can be used.

6. 210 General Interface

This section specifies the features of the

-vendor-supplied software system which the DMS can use. 4

6.220 Formal Interface

This section describes the software mcha-

nisms by means of which the DMS can call features of the vendor-

supplied operating system for execution.

181
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6,210O GENERAL INTERFACE AUERBACH BURROUGHSI "CSC

DM- I FORGE COGENT MI

La__ Proc sors .FORT RAN, N A 1NA NqA
COBOL, etc.

Applications Software - Report generators NAA Ai

(RPG's), sort routines, text editors.

Capailt t rocess Vendor's Software- A_

Generated fil1es - Whether the DMS can NA NA NA
process a data file generated under the

II

vedroperating system.

Capability to9 Load and Execute ProgramsA
Com _piled Under Vendor's Software- AA A=
Whether the DMS can load and execute an

object programn (i. e.., FORTRAN or
COBOL) compiled by the vendor's soft-

ware.-.. ..

IA

6. 220 FORMAL INTERFACE

Special Procedures - Whether a special--

interf'ace exists to call the vendor's NqA N A NA -

operating system.

Standard Mtachine Bootstrap - Whether the N A N
vendor's operating system is loaded by a
standard systemr startup procedure.

St

_____ _ __
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6 E INFORMATICS IBM ________ D SOS U.S RY

IDS MARK IF G IS NIPS TONS MANAGE RAPID

NA NA NA NA NO NA YES

!qA NA NA NA NO NA NO

NA NA NA NA IN F NA YES

NA N A NA NA N F NA YES

NA NA NA NA NO NA YES I

NA NA NA NA YES NA YES i

4 *~U.S ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BYCO



~6. 300 Dedicated Data Management Using a Modified
~~~~~~~Vendor'i p~aigSse -

This section indicates the extent, if any, to

which the vendor's operating system components are modified to
~provide special facilities for the DMS when the operating system

[|under which the DMS operates is a vendor- suppli -d operating sys-
Mtem.

.3 310 Speci-al Functions

~This section indicates which major compo-

I

~nents of the operating system have been specially m~odified for use -

[

S63by the DMS D

6.r320 Vendrs Functions

Th This section indicates which major compo-Inents of the operating system have not been modified at a t for use

~by the DMS.

t

[ 6, 330 Formal lnterface

provid specal fa iiis ftor es5 iwe the oeratn sysemha

nisms by means of which the DMS can call the modified vendor-
t nsupplied operating system s

) 185
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6. 310 SPECIAL FUNCTIONS AUERBACH BURRUH CSC
GM-I FOG GNT M

1OCS/Data Management (see 6. 1) 0) NA NA NA

Monitor (see 6. 11O) NA NA NA

Scheduler (see 6. 110) NA NA NA

Language Processor (see 6. 1101 NA NA NA

6. 320 VENDOR'S FUNCTION6

I OGS/Data Management (see 6.1.10) NA NA NA
Montor (see 6. 110) NA NA NA

Scheduler (see 6. 110) NA NA NA

Language Processor (see 6. 110) NA NA N

-~ 330 FORMAL INTERFACE

~p~ca1 Poceiureii (see 6. 2M) N A

Standard Mar!-ine Bootstrap (gee 6. 220) NA NA NA
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GE INORMATICS IBM NMCSSC SDC SIDS U S. ARMY*j
IDS fMARK 17 GIs NIPS__ T DMS MANAGE RAPID
NA N A NA NA NA NA NO0

NA NA NA NA NA NA NO

NA NA NA NA NA NA NO

NA NA NA NA NA NA NO

NA NA NA NA NA NA YES

NA NA NA NA NA NA YES

NA NA NA NA NA NA YES

ENA NA NA NA NA NA YES

NA NA jNA NA NA NA YES

N NA NA NA NA NA YES

I I
______________ U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED RY CDCI
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7.000 SYSTEM STATISTICS 
II

This section describes the capabilities in the DMS for

generating and recording event, usage, and error statistics and

times. j

7. 100 Event Recording

These are system-initiated tallies or counts of .-

events, as well as lists and times of events and of their components. -

7. 110 Types of Events Recorded

These fall into three main categories:

(a) tallies of events

(b) total times for events

(c) logs for each job processed.

7. 120 Recording Control Capability

This indicates the capability that the user has

to specify the events to be recorded: predefined, conditional,

dynamically selected.

7. 130 Error Recording

The types of errors which can be detected

and recorded-

(a) DMS errors

(b) operating system errors. - "
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7. 110 TYPES OF' EVENTS RECORDED AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC

DM-I FORGE COGENTflM
System Tallies

-Data Elements Retrieved -A count of AV(F) NO NF
the niumber of data elements retrieved.

-System Module Executed - A list of
which system modules have been execu- N(l E
ted and how often.

Device Usage - Tallies of the number
of consoles in usC and the number of NOA1 YENI
disc seeks issued.

-Input Transactions - A tally of the num-
ber of transactions applied to a file and AV(F') NO YES
of those transactions which were
rejected,

System Event Times

Job Execution - Total time for proces- NOA) YS C)

S ystem Module Execution - Total pro-
ccssing time for each system module NOA) YS (l
used.

-Data Access - Total time required to
search the ile. N(l O(l

-Standard Job Accounting -Such infor-
mation could include, time on and .NO(AL) YES YES
time off the computer, programmer
identification, normal or error terrni-
nation condition, storage and device
usage, eystem usage, etc., for each

(Al) Operating systern responsibilities.

(Cl) Standard OS accounting.
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G E INFORMATICS[ IBM fNMCSSC SDC SDS U. S ARMY*1
I DS MARK 17j GIS INIPS TDMS MANAGE RAPID

NO YES YES YES(Gl) NO YES NO

NO NO YES YES NO YES NO

ENO NO NO(Fl) NO NO NA NO

NO(DI) YES YES YES NO0 YES YES

YES(D2) YES(El) AV(O) AV(O) LIM(O) NO YES

NO NO NO NO Lim(O) NO NO

NO0 NO0 AV(O) AV(O) LIM(O) NO NO

hYES(D2) NF' YES AV(O) 1LIM(O) NO YES

(Dl) Available through COBOL.
(DZ) Available through cpcrating systemn.

(El) Standard OS accounting.

(Fl) ISAM overflow chain usage statistics are available.

(GI) The number of records that qualified.
U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CDC
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7. 110 TYPES OF EVENTS RECORDED AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC I
DM. I FORGE COGENTm

_Operator Intervention - This log con-

tains the history of operator interven- NO(Al YES YES I
tions, i. e., when they occurred, and
the reason.

Jobs Completed - This log indicates
which jobs have terminated successfully NO(AI) YES YES I

7. 120 RECORDING CONTROL
" ___CAPABILITY I
User Control Capability - Whether the uset
can specify the types of events that are to
be recorded. 4

Selected Events - Whether the user can -1
specify which events he wants to record NO(A1) NO YES

Predefined System Events Only -A -
Whether the user has control over the NO(Al) YES NO ."

events that are recorded.

Conditional R,cordi.. Whether theuser can conditionally record specific NO(Al.) i NO YES

events.] t_/

* Number of Levels - The number
of categories that can be condi- \F

tionally recorded by establishing
appropriate paramxeters at system
execution time.

-All Defined Events - Once an event is
selected, it is always recorded. NO(Al) YES NO

(AI) Operating system responsibilities.
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G E INFORMATICS IBM NMCSSC SDC SOS U.S. ARMY*
I DS WO Iy GIS5 NIPS TDMB MANAGE RAPID

YES(DI) NY NO AV(O) NO NO YES

YES(U1) NF YES AV(O) NO NO YES

NO NO YES(FI1) NO(GI) NO NO NO .-

NO NO YES NO NO NO YES

NO0 NO0 YES NO(GZ) NO NO YES i

NO NA (F2) NA NA NA 14

NO YES NO NO(Vx2) NO NO YES

(Dl) Available through operating system.I

(Fl) 76 rec-~ding events (c. g. , source file out of sequence, field failed
validation check),

(FZ) These 76 events are grouped into 21 categories, each of which canI
have level- of -importance and default options,

(GI) Limited to capabilities in OS /360.
(GZ) At message level in OS/360. *U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CD!'
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7. 130 ERROR RECORDING AUERBACH 8URROuGS S
N- I FORGE COG EN TM

System Detected Errors -Whether the YEs N E
D)MS can deec the follow'ng types of N E

- Data Element Values - These errors YE E E
include invalid characters, incorrect YS YEYS
number of characters, invalid values,
etc.

- Transaction Format - These errors
includeinvlid&Iielalengths, incorrect YES NO YES
sequence of values, invalid transaction

codes, etc.
- Procedural Statements - These errors

are those which involve the syntax or
the punctuation of the procedural

statements.

OS Detected Errors - Whether the DMS
can record errors by the operating systemr.

-Equipment Malfunctions - Hardwre NO ES YE
* generated errors.

-Task or Job Specification Errors-
These are errors in requesting the N E E
execution of a task or a job, e. g.,
incorrectly namning the program to be
executed, incorrect device specifica-

tion, etc.

If
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G GE INFORMATICS IBM NMCSSC SDC SDS U. S. ARMY*

I______ MARK IV __G__s NIPS TDS MANAGE RAPID

NO YES YES YES YES YES YESNO YS YE YE YES Y E Yi
NOSDI YES YES YES YES YES YEFS

YES(D2) YES YES AV (0) LIM(O) Y ES YES

YES(D3) YES YES AV(O) LIM(O) YES YES

(DI) Available through IDS and COBOL.
(132) Available through FILE MANAGER.
(W3) Available through operating system.

U..ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CC
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8.000 SYSTEM AVAILABILITY

This section identifies the hardware and software required

to operate the DMS and the dates when the system and its documen-

tation will be available.

8. 100 Configuration and Availability

This secticn covers the following topics:

(a) minimum hardware requirements

(b) minimum software requirements

(c) availability of hardware and software.

8. 110 Minimum Hardware Configuration

This section specifies the hardware compo-

nents which are necessary for the operation of the DMS. It includes

details of the central computer itbelf as well as of the secondary

-storage devices and remote consoles.

8. lZO Basic Software Requirements

This section specifies the software compo-

nents which are necessary for the operation of the DMS. It includes

details of the operating system required to run the DMS, as well as ,

any additional required software which is neither contained within

the DMS itself nor part of the available operating system.

8. 130 Availability

These are the dates when the hardware will be

available for the implementation of the DMS and the dates when an

initial and final DMS capability will be available. Initial capability

assumes minimal retrieval and maintenance functions are available.

Final capability includes all capability and functions identified in the

survey.19
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8.110 MINIMUM HARDWARE AUERBACH BURROUGHS CSC
CONFIGURATION DM-I FORGE COGENTIa

Computer Type. (Mainframe) !,0/50 B5500 360
Core Size 1281K 24K(1I1) Z56K
Card Reader 1 1 1
Printer 12 1
Tape Drives 2 2 NF
Disc File 1 1 1
Consoles 1 NF

8. 120 BASIC SOFTWARE
REQUIREMENTS

Operating System OS 360 MCP OS/MVT
Special Software NO COBOL NONE

8. 130 AVAILABILITY

Hardware NOW NOW NOW
Data Management Systen

Initial Capability 1 QI' 69 NOW 4 QT 68
Final Capability 4 QT (.9 4 QT 67 1 QT 69

(BI) 48-bit words.
(DI) GE 200, 400, 600 series.
(El) 32K DOS; 128K OS.
(F] GIS (BASIC) wil! Le available as an IBM Iyp,-li packagc 30 June

1969. T.c zysten-I will require a nijiln mn hardware configuration
of a 360/40 with a G core (128K bytes). It -will run under OS/3jt0
in primary control inode (POP).

(FZ) IS will be available as an IBM Type-Il package 29 September 1jG9.
The systen will require a mininuni hardware configuration of a
360/50 with an II core (512K bytes). It will rut, oundt, OS/360
rnultiprogranmming with a variable number of tasks (MVT).
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GE INFORMHIl Bcs BM NMCSSC SOC SO~S U S. ARMY*!

GO IMRK GS NIPS TODMS MANAGE RAPID

t~~~l4c 36/3 (1)F Ci 60/s0 (11) CDC033003D2) (E0/3 (F !'(FZ) ~ 5K (2 8
1Z E 1 1 2 16 (12 148

1I ZE Fj I I I -so]0
4 0 1 1l(GZ) Z (111) 3 2-607

1 DSU 1-2311 3-231 1 311/14/0 1 NA 1-814
0 0 (F?2) I ?Z260 z NA1

EOS OS. DO-S (FI)(F2) Os ADEP'T (13, MASTER
COBOL NONE NONE NON'E NONE No NONE

NOW NOW NOW NOW NOW011 Now NO)W

NOW 4 OT 67, (Fl1) 1 QT 68 21 Q) N o vv 1i 2 Q T 6 8
I~O 1OT68 (F Z) I QT 8 1QT 69 NOW N F

1- _j

(Gi1) 360/401-1 for on-line capability. 360/40G-core for batch pro essing
only.

(G 2) Only 1 tapo drive is required for tap- input.
(0-w3) For on-line capability.
(H I) One 7-track unit; one 9-track, unit.
(I) ) S)5 910, 920, 925, 930 and 9300.
(l?) 8K on 900 series; 16K on 9300,

(13) MONARCH for 900 tseries; MONITOR for 9300.

U.S. ARMY SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CG~
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- 8. ZOO DocumentationThis section specifies the typct of docunents which

are available to describe the DMS, Thlere are two major classes of

such documents that provide inforrmation concerning:

(a) how the systei- is constructed _

I

S(b) how to use the system.

S. 2n Specifications

These docuns ents describe the internal work-

ings of the DMS. They are divided into four subclasses of docu-

suc douenstatpovd nfrato onenig

(a) howstem sysevis ontuce

(b) generalt system design

(c) detailed system design -

:- L : (d) details of the implemented form of the system. i

8. 210 Sperati n Dcumentation

These documents describe the interface be- ]
tween the DMS and the outside world. There are two subclasses:ofdc

(a) the intrface between the zsystem and It4 uers

(b) the interface between the system and the
computer operators ation,

201
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8. 200 DOCUMENTATION AUE''.bACH BURROUGHS SC
!DMI- FORGE COG L N T .il.

8. 210 SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

System Description (Overview) YES NO YES
Conceptual System Description Y JL: NO YES
Detailed Design Specification NF I NO NF
Implementation Specification NN NO YES

8. 220 OPERATION DOCUMENTATI. ON

User
File Design Guide (Al) NO YESLanguage Reference Manual tAI) YIEb(I) YES
System Analysis Guide (Al) NO YES

System Operation
Opcrator's Manual (AI) NO YES
System Maintenance (Al) NO YES

- System Administrative Procedures (Al) NO YES-

- , r--I

(Al) Unless otherwise noted, final operating documentation is in various I
stages of planning or development and availability date is unknown.

(BI) FORGE Applications Systems Manual.
(Eli) Proprietary.
(FI) Standard IBM Type II documentation supplied with system upon I

release--includes: Program Description Manual (Language Users
Guide); Operations Manual; Systems Manual. II

-2
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GEI INFORMATICS IBM NMCSSC SDC SDS U S. ARMY*

IDS __MARK 1Z CtIS NIPS TOMS MANAGE RAPID

YES NOW(E1) NOW(FI) YES YES Y 4 QT 67
YES NOW(EJ) NOW(Fl) YES YES YES 4 QT 67
NO0 NOW(E!) (F 2) Draft(GI) YES YES 4 QT 67
NO NOW(El) (F2) Draft(GI1) (m1) YES 4 QT 67 E

NO NOW (F2) 11/1/67 NO YES 1 OT 68
YES NO0 (F2) l2/15/67(G2, YES(H2) YES 1 UT 68
NO NOW (FZ) 12/15/67(GZ) NO YES NA

LIM(O) 4 OT 67 (F2) NF NA YES 2QT 68
NO NO (F-2) NYF YES 2 QT 68
NO NO (FZ) NE NA YES 2 QT68

(F2) Application Description manuals- -IS(IUasic) 11ZO-0O 1 1,
GIS H-20-0574.

(GI) Not generally available.

(HI) Proprietarv.

(1-12) Interin-, Uiser's Guides now available. Complete Uber's yylinual

U.S. ARMf SYSTEM DEVELOPED BY CoDC
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